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We study modular polynomials classifying cyclic isogenies between
Drinfeld modules of arbitrary rank over the ring Fq[T ]. We derive
bounds for the coeﬃcients of these polynomials, and compute
some explicit examples in the case where q = 2, the rank is 3 and
the isogenies have degree T .
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and results
Let F be an algebraically closed ﬁeld which contains the ring A := Fq[T ]. Let K = Fq(T ) be the
quotient ring of A. Denote by EndFq (Ga,F ) the ring of Fq-linear endomorphisms of the additive group
over F , it is isomorphic to the non-commutative ring of Fq-linear polynomials in X with coeﬃcients
in F and multiplication deﬁned by composition of polynomials.
A Drinfeld module ρ : A → EndFq (Ga,F ) of rank r in generic characteristic is uniquely determined
by
ρ(T )(X) = T X + g1(ρ)Xq + · · · + gr−1(ρ)Xqr−1 + (ρ)Xqr
with coeﬃcients g1(ρ), . . . , gr−1(ρ),(ρ) ∈ F and (ρ) = 0. We refer the reader to [5, Chapter 4] for
an overview of Drinfeld modules.
The coeﬃcients g1(ρ), . . . , gr−1(ρ),(ρ) describe the isomorphism class of ρ in the following
way (see [7]). Let g1, . . . , gr−1, be indeterminates and deﬁne
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k−1)/(qgcd(k,r)−1) for k = 1, . . . , r − 1.
Let in addition u1, . . . ,ur−1 satisfy the Kummer equations
u(q
r−1)/(qgcd(k,r)−1)
k = jk for k = 1, . . . , r − 1.
Consider the ring A[u1, . . . ,ur−1]. The group G = F∗qr /F∗q acts on it by
uβ¯k = βq
k−1 · uk for β ∈ F∗qr .
The subring of invariant elements, which is denoted by Br = A[u1, . . . ,ur−1]G , plays the crucial part
in the following isomorphism problem.
Two Drinfeld modules ρ and ρ˜ are isomorphic over F if and only if I(ρ) = I(ρ˜) for each invariant
I ∈ Br . In other words the aﬃne space
Mr = Spec(Br)
is the coarse moduli space for Drinfeld modules of rank r and no level structure.
Let C∞ denote the completion of an algebraic closure of Fq(( 1T )), and denote by
Ωr = Pr−1(C∞)
∖ {




the Drinfeld upper half-space. Then the moduli space Mr is given analytically by (see [3])
Mr(C∞) ∼= GL r(A) \ Ωr .
Points in Ωr correspond to Drinfeld A-modules of rank r. Two points τ , τ ′ ∈ Ωr correspond to
isomorphic (respectively isogenous) Drinfeld modules ρτ and ρτ
′
if and only if τ ′ = σ(τ ) with σ ∈
GL r(A) (respectively GL r(K )).
Let n ∈ A be monic, and let Hn ⊂ GL r(K ) be a set of representatives for
GL r(A) \ GL r(A)
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝









0 · · · 0 1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠GL r(A).
Then Hn represents isomorphism classes of cyclic n-isogenies in the following sense. If h ∈ Hn and
τ ∈ Ωr , then there exists an isogeny f : ρh(τ ) → ρτ with kernel ker f ∼= A/nA as A-modules. (Dually,
there is an isogeny fˆ : ρτ → ρh(τ ) with kernel ker fˆ ∼= (A/nA)r−1.) We write ψr(n) := #Hn .




(X − I ◦ h).
Its coeﬃcients can be viewed as functions on Ωr . Evaluating these coeﬃcients at a point of Ωr
corresponding to a Drinfeld module ρ gives a polynomial whose roots are precisely those I(ρ˜) for
which there exists a cyclic n-isogeny ρ˜ → ρ .









qr − 1 .
For a polynomial n ∈ A we denote |n| = qdegn .
The aim of this paper is to prove the following result.
Theorem 1.1. Let I ∈ Br = A[u1, . . . ,ur−1]G be an invariant of weighted degree w(I), and n ∈ A monic. Then






in X, and is irreducible in C∞[u1, . . . ,ur−1][X].











Example. When r = 2 we need only the usual j-invariant,










where Φn(X, Y ) ∈ A[X, Y ] is the modular polynomial of level n constructed by Bae [1]. An example
with r = 3 is computed at the end of the paper.
Outline of the paper. In Section 2 we give a purely algebraic proof that the coeﬃcients of P I,n(X) are
integral over Br , before starting with analytic considerations in Section 3.
We deﬁne in Section 3.2 a parameter qΛr−1 (zr), which may be viewed as a local parameter at
the cusp of the compactiﬁcation of Mr , although we make no use of this interpretation. Section 3 is
devoted to computing the expansions of various lattice invariants in terms of this parameter.
In Section 4 we study sublattices with cyclic quotients, as these correspond to cyclic isogenies.
After expanding invariants of sublattices in terms of the parameter, we count the number of such
sublattices in Section 4.2, prove a non-cancelation result for pole orders in Section 4.3 and ﬁnally
prove Theorem 1.1 in Section 4.4.
Section 5 is devoted to computing modular polynomials in the case r = 3, q = 2 and n = T .
2. Integrality of invariants
We ﬁrst prove a result which implies that the coeﬃcients of P I,n(X) are in fact integral over Br .
This is a ﬁrst step towards showing that P I,n(X) ∈ Br[X].
62 F. Breuer, H.-G. Rück / Journal of Number Theory 129 (2009) 59–83Proposition 2.1. Let ρ and ρ˜ be isogenous Drinfeld modules, and denote by Br and B˜r their respective rings
of invariants. Then Br is integral over B˜r , and B˜r is integral over Br .
Proof. Let f : ρ → ρ˜ be an isogeny, deﬁned over a ﬁeld F , so
f ◦ ρT = ρ˜T ◦ f . (1)
Since for any c ∈ F ∗ we have (cf ) ◦ρT = cρ˜T c−1 ◦ (cf ), and we are only interested in ρ˜ up to isomor-
phism, we may assume that f , viewed as a linear polynomial in F [X], is monic.
We write
f = f0X + f1Xq + · · · + XqN ,
ρT = T X + g1Xq + · · · + Xqr ,
ρ˜T = T X + g˜1Xq + · · · + ˜Xqr .
We may further assume that  = 1.
We may choose a monic n ∈ A such that ker( f ) ⊂ ρ[n] = ker(ρn). Since ρn is monic, we see that
all the points of ker( f ), and hence also the coeﬃcients of f , are integral over A[g1, g2, . . . , gr−1].











r−1 + fN−2 − f q
r
N−2 − g˜r−1 f q
r−1
N−1,
and, in general, g˜k ∈ A[ f1, . . . , fN−1, g1, . . . , gr−1], which is integral over A[g1, . . . , gr−1].
As  = ˜ = 1, it follows that the j˜k ’s, and thus also the u˜k ’s are integral over A[g1, . . . , gr−1], and
thus also over A[u1, . . . ,ur−1]. Hence B˜r is integral over Br .
Lastly, since isogeny is a symmetric relation, we also have Br integral over B˜r . 
3. Lattice invariants
In this section we compute various lattice invariants and express them as Laurent series in a
parameter “at the cusp.”
3.1. Eisenstein series
Let F = C∞ . There is a one-to-one correspondence between Drinfeld modules ρ of rank s and













be the exponential function for Λ. Then the corresponding Drinfeld module ρΛ determined by
ρΛ(T )(X) = T X + g1(Λ)Xq + · · · + gs−1(Λ)Xqs−1 + (Λ)Xqs (3)
satisﬁes the equation





Eq. (4) and the deﬁnitions (2) and (3) yield for each k 1 the equation
(
T q
k − T )eqk (Λ) = gk(Λ) +
k−1∑
j=1
g j(Λ)eqk− j (Λ)
q j . (5)
Hence there is a polynomial Fk ∈ A[X1, . . . Xk], which is independent of the lattice Λ and which can
be computed recursively, such that
gk(Λ) = Fk
(
eq(Λ), . . . , eqk (Λ)
)
. (6)
























be the kth Eisenstein series of Λ. Ek(Λ) = 0 if k is not divisible by q − 1. Moreover, we have Ekq(Λ) =











Here we deﬁne E0(Λ) = −1. Comparing coeﬃcients yields in particular for each k 1,






Here we see that there is a polynomial Gk ∈ Fq[X1, . . . , Xk], which is independent of the lattice Λ
and which can be computed recursively, such that
eqk (Λ) = Gk
(
Eq−1(Λ), . . . , Eqk−1(Λ)
)
. (10)
Eqs. (6) and (10) show that for each k  1 there is a polynomial Hk ∈ A[X1, . . . , Xk] which is inde-
pendent of the lattice Λ such that
gk(Λ) = Hk
(
Eq−1(Λ), . . . , Eqk−1(Λ)
)
. (11)
Remark. The expression (11) can also be obtained using recursion formulas involving gi and Eqi−1
directly (see e.g. [3, §II.2]).
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The following calculations are deeply inﬂuenced by Goss [4].
Let Λr−1 be an A-lattice in C∞ of rank r − 1 with (Λr−1) = 1. In addition let zr ∈ C∞ such that




as a local parameter “at the cusp.” Our ﬁrst aim is to expand various lattice functions of Λr in terms
of this parameter.








λ + zr .
In this section we want to express for each i the sums
∑
λ∈Λr−1 (λ + zr)−i in terms of qΛr−1 (zr). Let
x be arbitrary, we get
1







x− zr − λ . (12)
Using the deﬁnition of the local parameter this yields
−qΛr−1 (zr)
1





x− (zr + λ) . (13)












Let the left side of (13) be given with
1













= qΛr−1 (zr)Ai . (15)




















This yields A0 = 1 and the following recurrences for i  1,
Ai = qΛr−1 (zr)Ai−1 + qΛr−1 (zr)
∑
j1,q ji
Ai−q j eq j (Λr−1). (16)
We see that Ai = Pi(qΛr−1 (zr)) where Pi is a monic polynomial of degree i, which is divisible by













3.3. qΛr−1 (zr)-Expansions of Eisenstein series
In this section we want to expand the Eisenstein series Ek(Λr) and the Drinfeld coeﬃcients gk(Λr)
in terms of the local parameter qΛr−1 (zr). We calculate

















using (17) with the polynomials Pk−1.
Let ρΛr−1 be the Drinfeld module corresponding to the lattice Λr−1. Since (Λr−1) = 1 by as-
sumption, we get for a ∈ A with leading coeﬃcient l(a),
ρΛr−1 (a)(X) = aX + · · · + l(a)Xq
(r−1)dega
,
where all the coeﬃcients are elements in A[g1(Λr−1), . . . , gr−2(Λr−1)]. The fundamental relation
qΛr−1 (azr)
−1 = eΛr−1 (azr) = ρΛr−1 (a)
(
eΛr−1(zr)
)= ρΛr−1 (a)(qΛr−1 (zr)−1)
yields a power series expansion





where the coeﬃcients ai(Λr−1) are in A[g1(Λr−1), . . . , gr−2(Λr−1)]. This expansion (19), Eq. (18) and
the properties of the polynomials Pk yield the following expansion of the Eisenstein series





where the coeﬃcients b(k)i (Λr−1) are elements of A[eq(Λr−1), . . . , eqr−2 (Λr−1)]. Here we used in ad-
dition the fact that the gi are polynomials in eqi (cf. (6)).
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in the Eisenstein series, where the Hk ’s are independent of the lattice Λ. Therefore (20) yields the
expansion





with coeﬃcients c(k)i (Λr−1) ∈ A[eq(Λr−1), . . . , eqr−2 (Λr−1)].
3.4. Expansions of (Λr)
We want to expand the discriminant (Λr). This can be done using Eq. (21) and the facts (Λr) =
gr(Λr) and gr(Λr−1) = 0. Then one sees immediately that the qΛr−1 (zr)-order of (Λr) is positive. To
get the exact value of this order one has to evaluate the coeﬃcients c(r)i (Λr−1) in detail. We proceed
in a different way, using a product expansion of (Λr) due to Gekeler [2] and Hamahata [6].
The key ingredient is the fundamental relation for each lattice Λ:







We get immediately for Λ = Λr ,






So it is enough to expand
∏
0=z∈T−1Λr/Λr eΛr (z) in terms of the local parameter. It is not diﬃcult to
show (see [6, Lemma 1]) that
eΛr (z) = eΛr−1 (z)
∏
0=a∈A
eΛr−1 (z + azr)
eΛr−1 (azr)
. (24)
We decompose z ∈ T−1Λr/Λr as z = z′ + εT zr with z′ ∈ T−1Λr−1/Λr−1 and ε ∈ Fq . In view of (23)
and (24) we have to evaluate
∏
0=z∈T−1Λr/Λr



















for y = 0 and y = azr . We use the fundamental relation (22) now for Λ = Λr−1, where we always




′ + y) = ρΛr−1 (T )(eΛr−1 (y))
eΛr−1 (y)
= eΛr−1 (T y)
eΛr−1 (y)
,
this equals T if y = 0, and
















= eΛr−1 (εzr + T y).

























qΛr−1 ((aT + ε)zr)
. (26)
We have used the fact that
∏
ε =0 ε = −1. In Eq. (19) we got the expansion of qΛr−1 (bzr) in terms of
the parameter qΛr−1 (zr) for each b ∈ A. If we use this, we can evaluate
qΛr−1 (azr)
qr−1





with di(Λr−1) ∈ A[eq(Λr−1), . . . , eqr−2 (Λr−1)]. Now (26) and (27) give the ﬁnal result
(Λr) = −qΛr−1 (zr)q−1 +
∞∑
i=q
f i(Λr−1)qΛr−1 (zr)i (28)
with coeﬃcients f i(Λr−1) ∈ A[eq(Λr−1), . . . , eqr−2(Λr−1)].
3.5. Expansions of uk(Λr)














This deﬁnition is not canonical, it could be changed by a (qr −1)/(qk −1)th root of unity. But since we
are interested in the invariants rather than the uk ’s themselves, our setting is ultimately independent
of the various choices.
If we combine (21) and (28) we get for k = 1, . . . , r − 1,







with coeﬃcients h(k)i (Λr−1) ∈ A[eq(Λr−1), . . . , eqr−2 (Λr−1)].
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In view of the main theorem we want to expand invariants of sublattices of Λr in terms of the
local parameter.
4.1. Invariants of sublattices
Let n ∈ A be a monic polynomial and let Λ˜r ⊂ Λr be a sublattice with cyclic quotient Λr/Λ˜r 
A/nA. Then Λ˜r−1 := Λ˜r ∩ Λr−1 is a sublattice of Λr−1 with Λr−1/Λ˜r−1  A/n2A where n = n1 · n2 is
a decomposition into monic factors. In addition we ﬁnd a basis element wr = n1zr + λ with λ ∈ Λr−1
such that Λ˜r = Λ˜r−1 ⊕ Awr .
If we want to expand the invariants of Λ˜r as in Section 3.5 we have to normalize Λ˜r−1 such that
its discriminant equals 1. Choose α ∈ C∞ such that (αΛ˜r−1) = 1 and consider the lattice αΛ˜r =
αΛ˜r−1 ⊕ Aαwr . Then we get with (29) for k = 1, . . . , r − 1,







We want to ﬁnd α, express the parameter qαΛ˜r−1 (αwr) in terms of qΛr−1 (zr) and compute the coef-
ﬁcients gk(αΛ˜r−1), h(k)i (αΛ˜r−1) with formulas involving Λr−1.
Since Λr−1/Λ˜r−1  A/n2A, we have n2Λr−1 ⊂ Λ˜r−1. We consider the polynomial








This is a polynomial of degree q(r−2)degn2 = |nr−22 |, and its coeﬃcients are elements of A[qΛr−1 (λ) |
λ ∈ n−12 Λr−1]. These values qΛr−1 (λ) are independent of qΛr−1 (zr). P (X) describes the isogeny corre-









)= ρΛ˜r−1 (T )(P (X)). (32)




Hence we take α = c−1P and calculate
(αΛ˜r−1) = α−qr−1+1(Λ˜r−1) = 1.
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where ki ∈ A[qΛr−1 (λ) | λ ∈ n−12 Λr−1]. We apply this formula to the parameter qαΛ˜r−1 (αwr) and get




















































with li ∈ A[qΛr−1 (λ) | λ ∈ n−12 Λr−1].




























Now applying (34) and (35) to (33) we get














with coeﬃcients mi ∈ A[qΛr−1 (λ) | λ ∈ n−12 Λr−1].
The coeﬃcients gk(αΛ˜r−1) and h(k)i (αΛ˜r−1) in (30) are elements of the ring A[eq(αΛ˜r−1), . . . ,
eqr−2 (αΛ˜r−1)]. Eq. (31) shows that this is a subring of A[eq(Λr−1), . . . , eqr−2 (Λr−1)][qΛr−1 (λ) | λ ∈
n−1Λr−1].















70 F. Breuer, H.-G. Rück / Journal of Number Theory 129 (2009) 59–83with coeﬃcients gk(αΛ˜r−1) and r(k)i (αΛ˜r−1) in the ring A[eq(Λr−1), . . . , eqr−2 (Λr−1)][qΛr−1 (λ) | λ ∈
n−1Λr−1].
4.2. Counting sublattices
Let Λr be an A-lattice of rank r. For n ∈ A we denote by ψr(n) the number of sublattices Λ˜r ⊂ Λr






|p|r − |p|r−1 ,
where the product is taken over all monic irreducible divisors p of n, and where |m| = qdegm for each m ∈ A.
Proof. We could count the matrices in Hn . Instead, we count sublattices. Since ψr(n) is multiplicative,
we may assume that n = ps for a monic irreducible p ∈ A. There is a bijection between sublattices
Λ˜r ⊂ Λr with Λr/Λ˜r ∼= A/ps A, and free rank one A/ps A-submodules of Λr/psΛr ∼= (A/ps A)r . An
element (x1, . . . , xr) ∈ (A/ps A)r generates such a submodule if and only if xi /∈ pA/ps A for some i,
hence there are |p|sr − |p|(s−1)r generators. On the other hand, each such submodule has |p|s − |p|s−1




)= |p|sr − |p|(s−1)r|p|s − |p|s−1 =
∣∣ps∣∣r−1 |p|r − 1|p|r − |p|r−1 ,
from which the result follows. 
4.3. Non-cancelation
The coeﬃcients of the modular polynomial P I,n(X) are polynomials in the basic invariants. We
want to study the weighted degree of these polynomials by comparing it with its order as a series
expansion in the local parameter. Therefore we need to show that the leading terms in these series
do not cancel. For this we will need the following technical lemma.
We consider the homothety classes of lattices Λs of rank s as points in the moduli space Ms(C∞)
equipped with the analytic topology, i.e. where closed sets are the zero-loci of sets of analytic func-
tions.
For k = 1, . . . , r−1 let vk be functions on Mr(C∞); suppose that their qΛr−1 ( zrn )-expansions are of
the form






where the ak ’s are algebraically independent analytic functions on Mr−1(C∞) and where c does not
depend on Λr−1 or on k.
Let f ∈ C∞[X1, . . . , Xr−1] be a polynomial of weighted degree w( f ), where the weighted degree





Lemma 4.2. There exists a non-empty open subset S ⊂ Mr−1(C∞) such that for any Λr−1 ∈ S the weighted









v1(Λr−1 + Azr), . . . , vr−1(Λr−1 + Azr)
))= −cw( f ).
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1 · · · Xαr−1r−1 .
Then the leading term of the qΛr−1 (
zr

















qr − 1 = w( f ).
The coeﬃcient is zero only if a1(Λr−1), . . . ,ar−1(Λr−1) satisfy a polynomial relation. The locus of
Λr−1 ∈ Mr−1(C∞) for which this relation holds is a proper closed set, since the ak ’s are algebraically
independent. The result follows. 
Remark. We can apply Lemma 4.2 to vk = uk respectively vk = uk(Λ˜r−1) in view of (29) respec-
tively (37) and due to the fact that g1, . . . , gr−1 are algebraically independent on Mr−1(C∞).
4.4. Proof of the main result
Proof of Theorem 1.1. (1) The value for the degree follows from Proposition 4.1. Let ρ be a Drin-
feld module with invariant I . The I ◦ h’s correspond to cyclic submodules of ρ[n] ∼= (A/nA)r of
order n, which are permuted transitively by GL r(A). It follows that the coeﬃcients of P I,n(X) are
functions on GL r(A) \ Ωr ∼= Mr(C∞), and so P I,n(X) is an irreducible polynomial with coeﬃcients in
C∞[u1, . . . ,ur−1]G .
We next show how to replace C∞ by K . Let u′1, . . . ,u′r−1 ∈ K be arbitrary. These values correspond
to a Drinfeld module ρ deﬁned over K with uk = u′k and invariant I ∈ K . The absolute Galois group
Gal(K sep/K ) permutes the set of cyclic submodules of ρ[n] of order n, hence permutes the I ◦h’s. Thus
the coeﬃcients of P I,n(X), when specialized to (u′1, . . . ,u′r−1) ∈ Kr−1, lie in K . Since (u′1, . . . ,u′r−1) ∈
Kr−1 is arbitrary, it follows that the coeﬃcients of P I,n(X) lie in K [u1, . . . ,ur−1]G .
Lastly, by Proposition 2.1, the coeﬃcients of P I,n(X) are integral over Br , and hence lie in Br .
(2) Let Λ˜r ⊂ Λr be the sublattice corresponding to h ∈ Hn . Eq. (37) and Lemma 4.2 show, for
suitably chosen Λr−1, that
ordqΛr ( zrn )
(
uk(Λ˜r)
)= −∣∣n2r−21 nr−22 ∣∣(q − 1)qk − 1qr − 1




(I ◦ h) = −(q − 1)∣∣n2r−21 nr−22 ∣∣w(I)−(q − 1)|n|2(r−1)w(I).




(I ◦ h1) · · · (I ◦ hd), where d = #H(n) − i = ψr(n) − i.
1 d












(ai) = |n|r−1 ordqΛr−1 (zr)(ai) = −(q − 1)|n|r−1w(ai). (39)











5. The case r = 3, q= 2, n= T
In this section we explicitly calculate some modular polynomials in the case where r = 3, q = 2
and n = T .
5.1. The moduli space






































B3 = F2[T ][ J07, J12, J41, J70],
and these four generators satisfy the relations
J07 J41 = J412, J12 J70 = J241.
It is easy to check that no further algebraic relations are needed, and so, for A = F2[T ],
M3 ∼= Spec(B3) ∼= Spec
(
F2[T ][X1, X2, X3, X4]
〈X1X3 − X22, X2X4 − X23〉
)
.
Consider the Hecke correspondence TT on M3, which sends a Drinfeld module ρ to the set of
Drinfeld modules ρ ′ for which there exist isogenies ρ → ρ ′ with kernels isomorphic to F2[T ]/〈T 〉.
Then the graph of TT in
M3 × M3 ∼= Spec
(
F2[T ][X1, X2, X3, X4, Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4]
〈X X − X2, X X − X2, Y Y − Y 2, Y Y − Y 2〉
)
1 3 2 2 4 3 1 3 2 2 4 3
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P J07,T (X1; Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4), P J12,T (X2; Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4), P J41,T (X3; Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4), and
P J70,T (X4; Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4),
where we have written the modular polynomials in the form P J ,T (X; J07, J12, J41, J70) ∈ F2[T ][ J07,
J12, J41, J70][X].
5.2. Computing the modular polynomials






(where a + 3b = 7d),
using series expansions in qΛ2 (z3). We did this for J70, where the expansion up to 35 summands was
enough to recover the polynomial. However, this method is very time and space consuming, so we
seek inspiration from [8] instead.
Suppose given a generic Drinfeld module ρ , but normalized such that (ρ) = 1. Then we can
choose u1(ρ) = g1(ρ) and u2 = g2(ρ), and in fact we write
ρT = T X + u1X2 + u2X4 + X8.
Suppose ρ˜ is another Drinfeld module, and P : ρ˜ → ρ is a cyclic T -isogeny. We write
ρ˜T = T X + g1X2 + g2X4 + X8 and
P = X + v−1X2.
Then
P ◦ ρ˜T = ρT ◦ P (40)
and, since ker P ⊂ ker ρ˜T ,
T X + g1X2 + g2X4 + X8 =
(
T X + aX2 + bX4) ◦ (X + v−1X2). (41)
From (41) we obtain
 = v−4g2 + v−6g1 + v−7T , (42)
and from (40) we obtain
g1 = v−1
(
T + T 2)+ u1, (43)
g2 = v−3
(
T 2 + T 4)+ v−2u1 + v−1u21 + u2, (44)
 = v−7(T 4 + T 8)+ v−5u21 + v−3u41 + v−1u22 + 1, (45)
2 = v−7. (46)
Combining (42), (45) and (46), we obtain
−1 = T 4 + v2u21 + v3u2, (47)
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T 8 + v4u41 + v6u22 + v7 = 0. (48)
Since ψ3(T ) = 7, each of the seven roots of (48) gives rise to a root of P Jab,T (X), and we get








where g1, g2 and −1 are given by (43), (44) and (47), respectively.
In practice, we construct a 7× 7 matrix V with characteristic equation (48), and then P Jab,T (X) is




T + T 2)+ u1)a(V−3(T 2 + T 4)+ V−2u1 + V−1u21 + u2)b(T 4 + V 2u21 + V 3u2)d.
The results of this calculation for Jab ∈ { J07, J12, J41, J70} are listed in Appendix A. As in the
classical case, the coeﬃcients, even in this simple case, are very involved. In the following table,
we list the T -degree and weighted degree of the coeﬃcients. We see that the weighted degrees are
bounded by Theorem 1.1, and in each case the bound on w(a6) is sharp:
P Jab ,T (X) = X7 + a6 X6 + a5 X5 + a4 X4 + a3 X3 + a2 X2 + a1 X + a0
Coeff. P J70,T (X) P J12,T (X) P J41,T (X) P J07,T (X)
degT Weight degT Weight degT Weight degT Weight
a0 70 7 42 7 56 7 112 21
a1 60 6 36 6 48 6 96 19
a2 50 6 30 6 40 6 80 18
a3 40 5 24 5 32 5 64 15
a4 30 5 18 5 24 5 48 15
a5 20 4 12 4 16 4 32 13
a6 10 4 6 4 8 4 16 12
Appendix A
Here we list the coeﬃcients of the modular polynomials
P J ,T (X) = X7 + a6X6 + a5X5 + a4X4 + a3X3 + a2X2 + a1X + a0 ∈ F2[T , J07, J12, J41, J70][X]
for J ∈ { J12, J41, J70, J07}. They were computed using Maple 11 on an Intel Centrino 2GHz with 2GB
RAM. The ﬁrst three polynomials took 3 minutes or less each, whereas the fourth took 18 hours and
1GB working memory.
Coeﬃcients of P J12,T (X)
a0 = J207 J70 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J12 + (T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7 + T 6 + T 5 + T 4 + T 3) J207 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 2 + 1) J07 J70 J41 + (T 12 +
T 10 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J12 J41 + (T 14 + T 13 + T 12 + T 11 + T 6 + T 5 + T 4 + T 3) J07 J41 + J370 J212 + J370T 4 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J270 J312 +
(T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7 + T 6 + T 5 + T 4 + T 3) J270 J212 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J270 J12 + (T 14 + T 13 + T 12 + T 11 + T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7) J270 +
(T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7 + T 6 + T 5 + T 4 + T 3) J70 J312 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + 1) J70 J212 + (T 22 + T 21 + T 20 + T 19 + T 18 +
T 17 + T 16 + T 15 + T 14 + T 13 + T 12 + T 11 + T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7) J70 J12 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4) J70 + (T 24 +
T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J312 + (T 26 + T 25 + T 24 + T 23 + T 22 + T 21 + T 20 + T 19 + T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7 + T 6 + T 5 + T 4 +
T 3) J212 + (T 40 + T 38 + T 8 + T 6) J12 + (T 42 + T 41 + T 40 + T 39 + T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7),
a1 = J07 J270 + (T 8 + T 6) J07 J70 J12 + (T 2 + T ) J07 J70 J41 + (T 12 + T 11 + T 10 + T 9 + T 6 + T 5 + T 4 + T 3) J07 J70 + (T 4 + T 3 + T 2 +
T ) J07 J312 + J07 J212 J41 + (T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J212 + (T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7 + T 6 + T 5 + T 2 + T ) J07 J12 J41 + (T 18 + T 17 + T 14 + T 13 +
F. Breuer, H.-G. Rück / Journal of Number Theory 129 (2009) 59–83 75T 10 + T 9 + T 6 + T 5) J07 J12 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J07 J41 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 4 + T 2) J07 + (T 8 + T 6 + 1) J270 J212 + (T 4 + T 3) J270 J12 J41 +
(T 12 + T 11) J270 J12 + J270 J41T 6 + (T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 4) J270 + (T 12 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J70 J312 + (T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7 + T 6 + T 5 + T 4 + T 3 +
T 2 + T ) J70 J212 J41 + (T 18 + T 17 + T 12 + T 11 + T 8 + T 7 + T 2 + T ) J70 J212 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J70 J12 J41 + (T 24 + T 22 +
T 8 + T 6) J70 J12 + (T 20 + T 19 + T 18 + T 17 + T 14 + T 13 + T 12 + T 11 + T 10 + T 9 + T 6 + T 5) J70 J41 + (T 28 + T 27 + T 26 + T 25 + T 22 + T 21 +
T 12 + T 11 + T 10 + T 9 + T 6 + T 5) J70 + (T 20 + T 19 + T 16 + T 15 + T 12 + T 11 + T 8 + T 7) J312 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 2 + 1) J212 J41 + (T 28 + T 22 +
T 20 + T 18 + T 12 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J212 + (T 26 + T 25 + T 24 + T 23 + T 20 + T 19 + T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7 + T 4 + T 3) J12 J41 + (T 34 + T 33 + T 26 +
T 25 + T 18 + T 17 + T 10 + T 9) J12 + (T 32 + T 30 + T 26 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 4) J41 + (T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 +
T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6),
a2 = (T 10 + T 2) J07 J70 + (T 2 + 1) J07 J312 + (T 4 + T 3 + T 2 + T ) J07 J212 + J07 J12 J41 + (T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4) J07 J12 + (T 8 + T 7 + T 2 +
T ) J07 J41 + (T 18 + T 17 + T 14 + T 13 + T 10 + T 9 + T 6 + T 5) J07 + J270 J12 J41T 2 + J270 J12T 6 + (T 10 + T 9) J270 + (T 4 + T 3) J70 J312 + (T 8 + T 6 +
T 4 + T 2) J70 J212 J41 + (T 12 + T 10 + T 4 + 1) J70 J212 + (T 8 + T 7 + T 6 + T 5 + T 4 + T 3) J70 J12 J41 + (T 12 + T 11 + T 8 + T 7) J70 J12 + (T 18 +
T 16 + T 12 + T 6) J70 J41 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 4) J70 + (T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4) J312 + (T 14 + T 13 + T 2 + T ) J212 J41 + (T 22 + T 21 +
T 20 + T 19 + T 18 + T 17 + T 6 + T 5 + T 4 + T 3 + T 2 + T ) J212 + (T 24 + T 22 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 4 + T 2) J12 J41 + (T 28 + T 24 + T 12 +
T 8) J12 + (T 24 + T 23 + T 22 + T 21 + T 8 + T 7 + T 6 + T 5) J41 + (T 30 + T 29 + T 22 + T 21 + T 14 + T 13 + T 6 + T 5),
a3 = (T 4 + T 3) J07 J70 + (T 4 + T 2) J07 J212 + (T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7) J07 J12 + J07 J41T 8 + (T 12 + T 4) J07 + J270 J41T 4 + (T 12 + T 8) J270 +
J70 J312T
2 + (T 4 + T 3) J70 J212 + (T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J70 J12 J41 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J70 J12 + (T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7) J70 J41 +
(T 16 + T 15 + T 14 + T 13 + T 12 + T 11 + T 10 + T 9) J70 + (T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7) J312 + (T 10 + T 6) J212 J41 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 12 + T 8 + T 2 +1) J212 +
(T 18 + T 17 + T 14 + T 13 + T 12 + T 11 + T 8 + T 7) J12 J41 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J41 + (T 24 + T 20 + T 8 + T 4),
a4 = J07 J12 J41 + (T 4 + T 2) J07 J12 + (T 6 + T 5 + T 4 + T 3) J07 + J370 + (T 2 + 1) J270 J12 + (T 6 + T 5 + T 4 + T 3) J270 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 2 +
1) J70 J212 + (T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7 + T 4 + T 3) J70 J12 + J70 J41T 4 + (T 12 + T 10 + T 4 + 1) J70 + (T 10 + T 4 + T 2) J312 + (T 6 + T 5) J212 J41 +
(T 12 + T 11 + T 6 + T 5) J212 + (T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J12 J41 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J12 + (T 14 + T 13 + T 6 + T 5) J41 +
(T 18 + T 17 + T 16 + T 15 + T 14 + T 13 + T 12 + T 11 + T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7 + T 6 + T 5 + T 4 + T 3),
a5 = (T 2 + T ) J07 J12 + J07 J41 + (T 4 + T 2) J07 + J270 + (T 2 + T ) J70 J212 + J70 J12 J41 + J70 J12T 2 + (T 2 + T ) J70 J41 + (T 6 + T 5 + T 2 +
T ) J70 + (T 2 + T ) J312 + J212 J41T 4 + J212T 4 + (T 6 + T 5) J12 J41 + (T 10 + T 9 + T 6 + T 5) J12 + (T 8 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J41 + (T 12 + T 10 + T 4 + T 2),
a6 = J07 J12 + (T 2 + T ) J07 + J70 + J312 + (T 2 + T ) J212 + J12T 4 + (T 2 + T ) J41 + (T 6 + T 5 + T 2 + T ).
Coeﬃcients of P J41,T (X)
a0 = (T 32 + T 24 + T 16 + T 8) J207 J41 + J07 J470 + (T 32 + T 24 + T 16 + T 8) J07 J70 J212 + (T 32 + T 24 + T 16 + T 8) J07 J70 J12 J41 + (T 38 +
T 34 + T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10) J07 J70 J12 + (T 34 + T 26 + T 18 + T 10) J07 J70 J41 + (T 34 + T 32 + T 26 + T 24 + T 18 + T 16 + T 10 +
T 8) J07 J212 J41 + (T 40 + T 8) J07 J12 J41 + (T 48 + T 46 + T 44 + T 42 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J07 J41 + (T 40 + T 36 + T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 +
T 16 + T 12) J07 + J570 J12 + J570T 2 + (T 2 + 1) J470 J212 + J470 J12 J41 + (T 8 + 1) J470 J12 + (T 6 + T 2) J470 J41 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 +
T 4 + T 2) J470 + (T 40 + T 36 + T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12) J70 J12 + (T 42 + T 38 + T 34 + T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14) J70 + (T 42 +
T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12) J212 + (T 40 + T 36 + T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 +
T 16 + T 12) J12 J41 + (T 48 + T 44 + T 16 + T 12) J12 + (T 46 + T 14) J41 + (T 56 + T 54 + T 48 + T 46 + T 24 + T 22 + T 16 + T 14),
a1 = (T 4 + 1) J07 J370 + (T 10 + T 2) J07 J270 J41 + (T 26 + T 22 + T 10 + T 6) J07 J270 + (T 20 + T 4) J07 J70 J212 + (T 18 + T 14 + T 10 +
T 6) J07 J70 J12 J41 + (T 28 + T 22 + T 12 + T 6) J07 J70 J12 + (T 26 + T 10) J07 J70 J41 + (T 26 + T 22 + T 10 + T 6) J07 J70 + (T 26 + T 22 + T 10 +
T 6) J07 J212 J41 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 16 + T 12) J07 J12 J41 + (T 38 + T 26 + T 22 + T 10) J07 J41 + (T 32 + T 24 + T 16 + T 8) J07 + (T 4 + T 2) J470 J12 +
J470 J41T
2 + (T 10 + T 6) J470 + J370 J312T 2 + (T 10 + T 6) J370 J212 + (T 10 + T 2) J370 J12 J41 + (T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J370 J12 +
(T 10 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J370 J41 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J370 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6) J270 J312 + (T 18 +
T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 2) J270 J212 J41 + (T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14) J270 J212 + (T 10 + T 2) J270 J12 J41 + (T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 +
T 8 + T 4) J270 J12 + (T 22 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J270 J41 + (T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 14 + T 10 + T 6) J270 + (T 34 + T 28 + T 20 + T 18 + T 12 +
T 4) J70 J312 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4) J70 J212 J41 + (T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 +
T 6) J70 J212 + (T 30 + T 26 + T 24 + T 20 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J70 J12 J41 + (T 38 + T 32 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8) J70 J12 + (T 32 +
T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J70 J41 + (T 40 + T 38 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10) J70 + (T 32 +
T 24 + T 16 + T 8) J212 J41 + (T 32 + T 24 + T 16 + T 8) J212 + (T 40 + T 38 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10) J12 J41 +
(T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12) J41 + (T 48 + T 44 + T 16 + T 12),
a2 = (T 8 +1) J07 J70 J12 J41 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6) J07 J70 J12 + (T 14 + T 10 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J70 J41 + (T 24 + T 8) J07 J12 J41 +
(T 32 + T 26 + T 24 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8) J07 J41 + (T 6 + T 4) J470 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J370 J12 + (T 8 + T 4) J370 J41 + (T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 4) J370 +
(T 6 + T 2) J270 J312 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J270 J212 J41 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 10) J270 J212 + (T 14 + T 10) J270 J12 J41 + (T 22 + T 8 + T 6 + 1) J270 J12 +
(T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J270 J41 + (T 26 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J270 + (T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8) J70 J312 +
(T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + 1) J70 J212 J41 + (T 26 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8) J70 J212 + (T 24 + T 22 + T 8 +
T 6) J70 J12 J41 + (T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J70 J12 + (T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4) J70 J41 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 26 +
T 22 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6) J70 + (T 26 + T 22 + T 10 + T 6) J212 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4) J12 J41 + (T 34 + T 22 +
T 18 + T 6) J41 + (T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10),
a3 = (T 10 + T 6) J07 J270 + (T 10 + T 2) J07 J70 J12 + (T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4) J07 J12 J41 + (T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 6) J07 J41 + J470T 2 + (T 10 +
T 6 + T 2) J370 J12 + (T 4 + T 2) J370 J41 + (T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J370 + J270 J312T 4 + J270 J212 J41T 2 + J270 J212T 12 + J270 J12 J41T 10 + (T 10 +
T 6) J270 J12 + (T 12 + T 4) J270 J41 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J270 + (T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J70 J212 J41 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 8 +
T 2) J70 J212 + (T 16 + 1) J70 J12 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 8 + T 2) J70 J41 + (T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J70 + (T 16 + T 12 + T 8 +
T 4) J212 J41 + (T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8) J12 J41 + (T 32 + T 24 + T 16 + T 8),
76 F. Breuer, H.-G. Rück / Journal of Number Theory 129 (2009) 59–83a4 = (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J41 + J470 + (T 2 + 1) J370 J12 + J370 J41 + (T 4 + T 2 + 1) J370 + J270 J212 J41 + J270 J212T 6 +
J270 J12 J41T
2 + J270 J12T 6 + J270 J41T 4 + (T 10 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J270 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J70 J212 J41 + (T 10 + T 6) J70 J212 + J70 J12 J41T 8 + (T 10 +
T 6) J70 J41 + (T 12 + T 4) J70 + (T 12 + T 4) J12 J41 + (T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4) J12 + (T 14 + T 10 + T 6 + T 2) J41 + (T 24 + T 22 + T 8 + T 6),
a5 = (T 6 + T 2) J07 J41 + (T 2 + 1) J270 + J70 J312T 2 + J70 J212 J41 + J70 J212T 4 + J70 J12T 6 + J70 J41T 2 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J70 + (T 8 +
T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J12 J41 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J41 + (T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4),
a6 = J07 J41 + J70 + J12 J41 + J41T 2 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2).
Coeﬃcients of P J70,T (X)
a0 = (T 56 + T 54 + T 48 + T 46 + T 24 + T 22 + T 16 + T 14) J207 J70 + (T 32 + T 24 + T 16 + T 8) J07 J370 J41 + (T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 +
T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J07 J270 J12 J41 + (T 42 + T 41 + T 40 + T 39 + T 38 + T 37 + T 36 + T 35 +
T 34 + T 33 + T 32 + T 31 + T 30 + T 29 + T 28 + T 27 + T 26 + T 25 + T 24 + T 23 + T 22 + T 21 + T 20 + T 19 + T 18 + T 17 + T 16 + T 15 + T 14 + T 13 +
T 12 + T 11) J07 J270 J41 + (T 48 + T 44 + T 16 + T 12) J07 J70 J212 J41 + (T 52 + T 50 + T 48 + T 46 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14) J07 J70 J41 + (T 58 + T 57 +
T 56 + T 55 + T 50 + T 49 + T 48 + T 47 + T 26 + T 25 + T 24 + T 23 + T 18 + T 17 + T 16 + T 15) J07 J212 J41 + (T 60 + T 56 + T 52 + T 48 + T 28 + T 24 +
T 20 + T 16) J07 J12 J41 + (T 62 + T 61 + T 58 + T 57 + T 54 + T 53 + T 50 + T 49 + T 30 + T 29 + T 26 + T 25 + T 22 + T 21 + T 18 + T 17) J07 J41 + J770 +
(T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J670 J12 + (T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7 + T 6 + T 5 + T 4 + T 3) J670 + (T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4) J570 J212 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 +
T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J570 + (T 24 + T 22 + T 8 + T 6) J470 J312 + (T 26 + T 25 + T 24 + T 23 + T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7) J470 J212 + (T 28 + T 24 + T 12 +
T 8) J470 J12 + (T 30 + T 29 + T 26 + T 25 + T 14 + T 13 + T 10 + T 9) J470 + (T 40 + T 36 + T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12) J370 + (T 48 + T 46 +
T 16 + T 14) J270 J12 + (T 50 + T 49 + T 48 + T 47 + T 18 + T 17 + T 16 + T 15) J270 + (T 56 + T 48 + T 24 + T 16) J70 J212 + (T 60 + T 58 + T 52 + T 50 + T 28 +
T 26 + T 20 + T 18) J70 + (T 64 + T 62 + T 60 + T 58 + T 56 + T 54 + T 52 + T 50 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18) J312 + (T 66 +
T 65 + T 64 + T 63 + T 62 + T 61 + T 60 + T 59 + T 58 + T 57 + T 56 + T 55 + T 54 + T 53 + T 52 + T 51 + T 34 + T 33 + T 32 + T 31 + T 30 + T 29 + T 28 +
T 27 + T 26 + T 25 + T 24 + T 23 + T 22 + T 21 + T 20 + T 19) J212 + (T 68 + T 52 + T 36 + T 20) J12 + (T 70 + T 69 + T 54 + T 53 + T 38 + T 37 + T 22 + T 21),
a1 = (T 26 + T 25 + T 22 + T 21 + T 10 + T 9 + T 6 + T 5) J07 J370 + (T 34 + T 33 + T 32 + T 31 + T 26 + T 25 + T 24 + T 23 + T 18 + T 17 + T 16 +
T 15 + T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7) J07 J270 J12 + (T 36 + T 30 + T 28 + T 22 + T 20 + T 14 + T 12 + T 6) J07 J270 J41 + (T 36 + T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 +
T 12 + T 8) J07 J270 + (T 44 + T 42 + T 12 + T 10) J07 J70 J12 J41 + (T 46 + T 45 + T 44 + T 43 + T 14 + T 13 + T 12 + T 11) J07 J70 J41 + (T 50 + T 49 +
T 48 + T 47 + T 18 + T 17 + T 16 + T 15) J07 J70 + (T 56 + T 54 + T 48 + T 46 + T 24 + T 22 + T 16 + T 14) J07 + J670T 4 + (T 12 + T 10 + T 6 +1) J570 J12 +
(T 14 + T 13 + T 12 + T 11 + T 8 + T 7 + T 2 + T ) J570 + (T 14 + T 10 + T 6 + T 2) J470 J212 + (T 10 + T 9 + T 2 + T ) J470 J12 J41 + (T 22 + T 18 + T 16 +
T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J470 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 6 + T 4) J370 J312 + (T 18 + T 17 + T 16 + T 15 + T 14 + T 13 + T 12 + T 11 + T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7 +
T 6 + T 5 + T 4 + T 3) J370 J212 J41 + (T 24 + T 23 + T 22 + T 21 + T 8 + T 7 + T 6 + T 5) J370 J212 + (T 20 + T 4) J370 J12 J41 + (T 30 + T 28 + T 24 + T 22 +
T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6) J370 J12 + (T 26 + T 25 + T 10 + T 9) J370 J41 + (T 32 + T 31 + T 30 + T 29 + T 26 + T 25 + T 24 + T 23 + T 16 + T 15 + T 14 + T 13 +
T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7) J370 + (T 38 + T 34 + T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10) J270 J212 + (T 34 + T 33 + T 32 + T 31 + T 26 + T 25 + T 24 + T 23 +
T 18 + T 17 + T 16 + T 15 + T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7) J270 J12 J41 + (T 36 + T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8) J270 J41 + (T 44 + T 42 + T 40 +
T 36 + T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 10) J270 + (T 46 + T 44 + T 14 + T 12) J70 J312 + (T 42 + T 41 + T 10 + T 9) J70 J212 J41 + (T 48 + T 47 + T 46 +
T 45 + T 16 + T 15 + T 14 + T 13) J70 J212 + (T 52 + T 48 + T 46 + T 44 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12) J70 J12 + (T 46 + T 45 + T 44 + T 43 + T 14 + T 13 +
T 12 + T 11) J70 J41 + (T 54 + T 53 + T 50 + T 49 + T 48 + T 47 + T 46 + T 45 + T 22 + T 21 + T 18 + T 17 + T 16 + T 15 + T 14 + T 13) J70 + (T 52 + T 44 +
T 20 + T 12) J212 J41 + (T 56 + T 54 + T 48 + T 46 + T 24 + T 22 + T 16 + T 14) J212 + (T 54 + T 53 + T 46 + T 45 + T 22 + T 21 + T 14 + T 13) J12 J41 +
(T 56 + T 54 + T 48 + T 46 + T 24 + T 22 + T 16 + T 14) J41 + (T 60 + T 58 + T 52 + T 50 + T 28 + T 26 + T 20 + T 18),
a2 = (T 26 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + 1) J07 J370 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 +
T 4) J07 J270 J12 + (T 34 + T 33 + T 30 + T 29 + T 26 + T 25 + T 22 + T 21 + T 18 + T 17 + T 14 + T 13 + T 10 + T 9 + T 6 + T 5) J07 J270 + (T 34 + T 32 +
T 26 + T 24 + T 18 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8) J07 J70 J212 + (T 36 + T 35 + T 34 + T 33 + T 28 + T 27 + T 26 + T 25 + T 20 + T 19 + T 18 + T 17 + T 12 + T 11 + T 10 +
T 9) J07 J70 J12 + (T 36 + T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8) J07 J70 J41 + (T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 +
T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J07 J70 + J570 J41T 2 + J570T 6 + (T 10 + T 4) J470 J12 J41 + (T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J470 J12 + (T 12 + T 11 + T 10 +
T 9 + T 8 + T 7 + T 6 + T 5) J470 J41 + (T 16 + T 15 + T 12 + T 11 + T 10 + T 9 + T 6 + T 5) J470 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J370 J212 J41 + (T 22 +
T 20 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + 1) J370 J212 + (T 18 + T 17 + T 14 + T 13 + T 10 + T 9 + T 6 + T 5) J370 J12 J41 + (T 18 + T 17 + T 2 + T ) J370 J12 + (T 22 + T 20 +
T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + 1) J370 J41 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 2) J370 + (T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 20 + T 14 + T 10 + T 6 +
T 4) J270 J
3
12 + (T 28 + T 27 + T 26 + T 25 + T 22 + T 21 + T 20 + T 19 + T 16 + T 15 + T 14 + T 13 + T 8 + T 7 + T 2 + T ) J270 J212 J41 + (T 32 + T 31 + T 30 +
T 29 + T 26 + T 25 + T 22 + T 21 + T 16 + T 15 + T 14 + T 13 + T 10 + T 9 + T 6 + T 5) J270 J212 + (T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 +
T 6 + T 2) J270 J12 J41 + (T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 22 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 6) J270 J12 + (T 32 + T 31 + T 30 + T 29 + T 28 + T 27 + T 26 + T 25 + T 24 +
T 23 + T 22 + T 21 + T 20 + T 19 + T 16 + T 15 + T 14 + T 13 + T 12 + T 11 + T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7 + T 6 + T 5 + T 4 + T 3) J270 J41 + (T 34 + T 33 + T 32 +
T 31 + T 24 + T 23 + T 22 + T 21 + T 18 + T 17 + T 16 + T 15 + T 8 + T 7 + T 6 + T 5) J270 + (T 38 + T 37 + T 34 + T 33 + T 30 + T 29 + T 26 + T 25 + T 22 +
T 21 + T 18 + T 17 + T 14 + T 13 + T 10 + T 9) J70 J312 + (T 36 + T 34 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6) J70 J212 J41 +
(T 36 + T 34 + T 28 + T 26 + T 20 + T 18 + T 12 + T 10) J70 J212 + (T 34 + T 33 + T 32 + T 31 + T 26 + T 25 + T 24 + T 23 + T 18 + T 17 + T 16 + T 15 + T 10 +
T 9 + T 8 + T 7) J70 J12 J41 + (T 38 + T 37 + T 36 + T 35 + T 34 + T 33 + T 32 + T 31 + T 30 + T 29 + T 28 + T 27 + T 26 + T 25 + T 24 + T 23 + T 22 + T 21 +
T 20 + T 19 + T 18 + T 17 + T 16 + T 15 + T 14 + T 13 + T 12 + T 11 + T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7) J70 J12 + (T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 28 + T 26 + T 20 +
T 18 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J70 J41 + (T 44 + T 42 + T 40 + T 36 + T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 10) J70 + (T 42 + T 41 + T 40 + T 39 + T 38 +
T 37 + T 36 + T 35 + T 34 + T 33 + T 32 + T 31 + T 30 + T 29 + T 28 + T 27 + T 26 + T 25 + T 24 + T 23 + T 22 + T 21 + T 20 + T 19 + T 18 + T 17 + T 16 +
T 15 + T 14 + T 13 + T 12 + T 11) J212 J41 + (T 42 + T 10) J12 J41 + (T 46 + T 45 + T 14 + T 13) J41 + (T 50 + T 49 + T 48 + T 47 + T 18 + T 17 + T 16 + T 15),
a3 = (T 24 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J270 + (T 28 + T 24 + T 12 + T 8) J07 J70 J12 + (T 26 + T 25 + T 24 + T 23 + T 10 + T 9 +
T 8 + T 7) J07 J70 J41 + (T 4 + T 3) J570 + (T 12 + T 11 + T 8 + T 7 + T 6 + T 5) J470 J12 + (T 8 + T 6) J470 J41 + (T 14 + T 12 + T 6) J470 + (T 18 + T 17 +
T 14 + T 13 + T 8 + T 7 + T 4 + T 3) J370 J212 + (T 16 + T 10 + T 8 + T 2) J370 J12 J41 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 6) J370 J12 + (T 18 + T 17 + T 14 + T 13 +
T 10 + T 9 + T 4 + T 3) J370 J41 + (T 14 + T 13 + T 12 + T 11 + T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7) J370 + (T 18 + T 17 + T 14 + T 13 + T 10 + T 9 + T 6 + T 5) J270 J312 +
F. Breuer, H.-G. Rück / Journal of Number Theory 129 (2009) 59–83 77(T 20 + T 14 + T 6 + T 4) J270 J212 J41 + (T 24 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J270 J212 + (T 22 + T 21 + T 18 + T 17 + T 14 + T 13 + T 10 +
T 9) J270 J12 J41 + (T 22 + T 21 + T 6 + T 5) J270 J12 + (T 24 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4) J270 J41 + (T 24 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 +
T 10 + T 6 + 1) J270 + (T 28 + T 26 + T 12 + T 10) J70 J312 + (T 26 + T 25 + T 20 + T 19 + T 18 + T 17 + T 16 + T 15 + T 14 + T 13 + T 12 + T 11 + T 8 +
T 7 + T 6 + T 5) J70 J212 J41 + (T 30 + T 29 + T 26 + T 25 + T 14 + T 13 + T 10 + T 9) J70 J212 + (T 22 + T 6) J70 J12 J41 + (T 30 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 +
T 14 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J70 J12 + (T 30 + T 29 + T 26 + T 25 + T 24 + T 23 + T 14 + T 13 + T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7) J70 J41 + (T 34 + T 33 + T 32 + T 31 +
T 30 + T 29 + T 24 + T 23 + T 18 + T 17 + T 16 + T 15 + T 14 + T 13 + T 8 + T 7) J70 + (T 34 + T 32 + T 26 + T 24 + T 18 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8) J212 + (T 36 +
T 34 + T 28 + T 26 + T 20 + T 18 + T 12 + T 10) J41 + (T 40 + T 36 + T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12),
a4 = (T 16 + T 10 + T 8 + T 2) J07 J70 J41 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J07 J70 + J570 + J470 J12T 2 + (T 6 + T 5 + T 4 +
T 3) J470 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J370 J212 + (T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7 + T 4 + T 3) J370 J12 + (T 12 + T 8 + T 4) J370 + (T 10 + T 6) J270 J312 + (T 14 + T 13 + T 6 +
T 5) J270 J
2
12 + (T 8 + T 4) J270 J12 J41 + (T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 2) J270 J12 + (T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7) J270 J41 + (T 14 + T 13 + T 12 + T 11 + T 10 + T 9 + T 8 +
T 7) J270 + (T 16 + T 15 + T 12 + T 11 + T 8 + T 7 + T 4 + T 3) J70 J312 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J70 J212 J41 + (T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4) J70 J212 +
(T 16 + T 15 + T 12 + T 11 + T 8 + T 7 + T 4 + T 3) J70 J12 J41 + (T 22 + T 21 + T 6 + T 5) J70 J12 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4) J70 J41 + (T 22 +
T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J70 + (T 22 + T 21 + T 20 + T 19 + T 18 + T 17 + T 16 + T 15 + T 14 + T 13 + T 12 + T 11 + T 10 + T 9 + T 8 +
T 7) J212 J41 + (T 24 + T 8) J12 J41 + (T 28 + T 24 + T 12 + T 8) J12 + (T 24 + T 23 + T 8 + T 7) J41 + (T 30 + T 29 + T 26 + T 25 + T 14 + T 13 + T 10 + T 9),
a5 = (T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7 + T 6 + T 5 + T 4 + T 3) J07 J70 + J370 J12 + (T 2 + T ) J370 + (T 4 + T 2) J270 J212 + (T 2 + T ) J270 J12 J41 + (T 6 +
T 5) J270 J12 + J270T 4 + (T 8 + T 4) J70 J312 + (T 4 + T 3) J70 J212 J41 + (T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7 + T 6 + T 5 + T 4 + T 3) J70 J212 + (T 8 + T 4) J70 J12 J41 +
(T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J70 J12 + (T 10 + T 9 + T 4 + T 3) J70 J41 + (T 12 + T 11 + T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7 + T 6 + T 5) J70 + (T 12 + T 4) J212 J41 + (T 14 +
T 13 + T 6 + T 5) J12 J41 + (T 14 + T 10 + T 6 + T 2) J41 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6),
a6 = J07 J70 + J70 J212 + (T 2 + T ) J70 J12 + J70 J41 + J70T 2 + (T 2 + T ) J212 J41 + (T 4 + T 2) J12 J41 + (T 6 + T 5 + T 4 + T 3) J41 + (T 10 +
T 9 + T 8 + T 7 + T 6 + T 5 + T 4 + T 3).
Coeﬃcients of P J07,T (X)
a0 = J707 + J607 J70 J12 + J607 J70T 2 + (T 2 + 1) J607 J212 + J607 J12 J41 + (T 8 + 1) J607 J12 + (T 6 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J607 J41 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 +
T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J607 + J507 J370 + J507 J270 J212 + J507 J270 J12 + J507 J270 J41T 2 + (T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J507 J270 + J507 J70 J312 + (T 4 +1) J507 J70 J212 +
(T 4 + T 2) J507 J70 J12 J41 + (T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J507 J70 J12 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 2 + 1) J507 J70 J41 + (T 16 + 1) J507 J70 + (T 6 + T 4 + T 2 +
1) J507 J
2
12 J41 + (T 16 + 1) J507 J212 + (T 12 + T 8 + T 4 + 1) J507 J12 J41 + (T 20 + T 16 + T 4 + 1) J507 J41 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 +





12 + (T 6 + T 2 +1) J407 J270 J212 J41 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J407 J270 J212 + J407 J270 J12 J41T 4 + (T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4 +
T 2) J407 J
2
70 J12 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 6 +1) J407 J270 J41 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J407 J270 + (T 12 + T 8 + T 4 +1) J407 J70 J212 J41 + (T 20 + T 18 +
T 16 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J407 J70 J212 + (T 18 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J407 J70 J12 J41 + (T 32 + T 26 + T 24 + T 18 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8 + T 2) J407 J70 J12 +
(T 34 + T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 6) J407 J70 +(T 24 + T 16 + T 8 +1) J407 J312 +(T 22 + T 18 + T 6 + T 2) J407 J212 J41 +(T 34 + T 2) J407 J212 +
(T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4) J407 J12 J41 + (T 40 + T 36 + T 8 + T 4) J407 J12 + (T 38 + T 32 + T 6 + 1) J407 J41 + (T 48 + T 46 +





12 J41 + J307 J470 J212 + (T 8 + 1) J307 J470 J12 J41 + (T 8 + T 4) J307 J470 J12 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6 + 1) J307 J470 J41 + (T 14 + T 12 +
T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J307 J470 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J307 J370 J312 + J307 J370 J212 J41T 2 + (T 8 +1) J307 J370 J212 + (T 10 + T 6 + T 4 +1) J307 J370 J12 J41 + (T 16 +
T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J307 J370 J12 + (T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J307 J370 J41 + (T 24 + T 20 + T 8 + T 4) J307 J370 + (T 12 + T 8 +
T 4 + 1) J307 J270 J312 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 8 + T 6) J307 J270 J212 J41 + (T 24 + T 20 + T 18 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J307 J270 J212 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 6 + T 2 +
1) J307 J
2
70 J12 J41 + (T 24 + T 16 + T 8 +1) J307 J270 J12 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 18 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8 + T 2 +1) J307 J270 J41 + (T 32 + T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 18 +
T 14 + T 10 + T 6 + T 2 +1) J307 J270 + (T 24 + T 16 + T 8 +1) J307 J70 J312 + (T 20 + T 16 + T 4 +1) J307 J70 J212 J41 + (T 32 +1) J307 J70 J212 + (T 32 + T 28 +
T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4) J307 J70 J12 J41 + (T 40 + T 38 + T 34 + T 32 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2 +1) J307 J70 J12 + (T 34 + T 32 + T 2 +1) J307 J70 J41 +
(T 34 + T 32 + T 2 + 1) J307 J212 J41 + (T 40 + T 32 + T 8 + 1) J307 J12 J41 + (T 48 + T 46 + T 44 + T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 +
T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J307 J41 + (T 64 + T 56 + T 48 + T 40 + T 32 + T 24 + T 16 + T 8) J307 + J207 J870 + J207 J770 J12T 2 + J207 J770 J41 + (T 8 + T 2 +
1) J207 J
7
70 + J207 J670 J212 J41 + (T 4 + T 2 + 1) J207 J670 J212 + J207 J670 J12 J41 + (T 8 + T 6 + 1) J207 J670 J12 + (T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J670 J41 + (T 10 + T 8 +
T 4 + T 2 +1) J207 J670 +(T 6 + T 4 +1) J207 J570 J312 + J207 J570 J212 J41T 4 +(T 12 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J570 J212 +(T 12 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4) J207 J570 J12 J41 +(T 20 +





12 + (T 16 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J207 J470 J212 J41 + (T 12 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J207 J470 J212 + (T 12 + T 8 + T 4) J207 J470 J12 J41 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 16 +
T 14 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J470 J12 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J207 J470 J41 + (T 28 + T 24 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4 +
1) J207 J
4
70 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 2 +1) J207 J370 J312 + (T 16 + T 12 + T 4 +1) J207 J370 J212 J41 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 +
T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 +1) J207 J370 J212 +(T 24 + T 22 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 2) J207 J370 J12 J41 +(T 30 + T 22 + T 14 + T 6) J207 J370 J12 +(T 20 + T 16 + T 4 +
1) J207 J
3
70 J41 + (T 34 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J207 J370 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 +
T 4+T 2) J207 J270 J312+(T 30+T 22+T 20+T 16+T 14+T 6+T 4+1) J207 J270 J212 J41+(T 38+T 34+T 6+T 2) J207 J270 J212+(T 32+1) J207 J270 J12 J41+
(T 42 + T 40 + T 34 + T 32 + T 10 + T 8 + T 2 +1) J207 J270 J12 + (T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J270 J41 + (T 42 + T 40 + T 34 + T 32 +
T 10 + T 8 + T 2 +1) J207 J270 +(T 42 + T 38 + T 36 + T 32 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4 +1) J207 J70 J312 +(T 40 + T 32 + T 8 +1) J207 J70 J212 J41 +(T 48 + T 32 + T 16 +
1) J207 J70 J
2
12 + (T 46 + T 44 + T 42 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J70 J12 J41 + (T 64 + T 54 + T 52 + T 38 + T 36 + T 22 +
T 20 + T 6 + T 4 +1) J207 J70 J12 + (T 48 + T 32 + T 16 +1) J207 J70 J41 + (T 66 + T 58 + T 56 + T 50 + T 48 + T 42 + T 40 + T 34 + T 32 + T 26 + T 24 + T 18 +
T 16 + T 10 + T 8 +1) J207 J70 + (T 48 + T 32 + T 16 +1) J207 J212 J41 + (T 66 + T 64 + T 58 + T 56 + T 50 + T 48 + T 42 + T 40 + T 34 + T 32 + T 26 + T 24 +
T 18 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8) J207 J212 + (T 64 + T 56 + T 48 + T 40 + T 32 + T 24 + T 16 + T 8) J207 J12 J41 + (T 72 + T 8) J207 J12 + (T 70 + T 68 + T 66 + T 62 +
T 58 + T 54 + T 50 + T 46 + T 42 + T 38 + T 34 + T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 4) J207 J41 + (T 80 + T 78 + T 76 + T 74 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 +
T 10) J207 + (T 6 + T 2) J07 J770 J312 + J07 J770 J212 J41T 2 + J07 J770 J212T 4 + J07 J770 J12 J41T 4 + (T 10 + T 6) J07 J770 J12 + J07 J770 J41T 6 + J07 J770T 8 +
78 F. Breuer, H.-G. Rück / Journal of Number Theory 129 (2009) 59–83(T 12 + T 4) J07 J670 J312 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J670 J212 J41 + (T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J07 J670 J212 + (T 14 + T 12 + T 6 +
T 4) J07 J670 J12 J41 + J07 J670 J12T 8 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6) J07 J670 J41 + (T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J07 J670 + (T 22 + T 18 + T 10 + T 8 +
T 2) J07 J570 J
3
12 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J570 J212 J41 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 20 + T 16 + T 8 + T 4) J07 J570 J212 + (T 32 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 +
T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J570 J12 J41 + (T 38 + T 30 + T 26 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 6) J07 J570 J12 + (T 34 + T 30 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 10 +
T 8 + T 6) J07 J570 J41 + (T 28 + T 24 + T 12 + T 8) J07 J570 + (T 24 + T 8) J07 J470 J312 + (T 34 + T 26 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 10 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J470 J212 J41 +
(T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8) J07 J470 J212 + (T 40 + T 36 + T 32 + T 26 + T 24 + T 20 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J07 J470 J12 J41 +
(T 36 + T 28 + T 20 + T 12) J07 J470 J12 + (T 48 + T 46 + T 34 + T 32 + T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 6) J07 J470 J41 + (T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 +
T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12) J07 J470 + (T 36 + T 28 + T 26 + T 20 + T 18 + T 12 + T 10 + T 2) J07 J370 J312 +
(T 32 + T 24 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J370 J212 J41 + (T 40 + T 36 + T 8 + T 4) J07 J370 J212 + (T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 26 + T 24 + T 18 +
T 16 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J07 J370 J12 J41 + (T 46 + T 38 + T 14 + T 6) J07 J370 J12 + (T 44 + T 42 + T 38 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6) J07 J370 J41 + (T 64 + T 52 + T 44 +
T 40 + T 32 + T 20 + T 12 + T 8) J07 J370 + (T 44 + T 36 + T 12 + T 4) J07 J270 J312 + (T 44 + T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 +
T 2) J07 J270 J
2
12 J41 + (T 64 + T 52 + T 50 + T 46 + T 44 + T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 32 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J07 J270 J212 + (T 48 +
T 46 + T 44 + T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J270 J12 J41 + (T 64 + T 56 + T 48 + T 40 + T 32 + T 24 + T 16 + T 8) J07 J270 J12 +
(T 66 + T 52 + T 48 + T 46 + T 44 + T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 34 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J07 J270 J41 + (T 70 + T 68 + T 66 + T 62 + T 60 +
T 58 + T 54 + T 52 + T 50 + T 46 + T 44 + T 42 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J07 J270 + (T 64 + T 56 +
T 54 + T 50 + T 48 + T 40 + T 38 + T 34 + T 32 + T 24 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J70 J312 + (T 52 + T 50 + T 36 + T 34 + T 20 + T 18 + T 4 +
T 2) J07 J70 J212 J41+(T 68+T 4) J07 J70 J212+(T 68+T 66+T 64+T 60+T 54+T 50+T 48+T 44+T 38+T 34+T 32+T 28+T 22+T 18+T 16+T 12+
T 6 + T 4) J07 J70 J12 J41 + (T 76 + T 74 + T 70 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6) J07 J70 J12 + (T 72 + T 70 + T 8 + T 6) J07 J70 J41 + (T 80 + T 72 + T 16 + T 8) J07 J70 +
(T 70 + T 68 + T 64 + T 62 + T 60 + T 58 + T 56 + T 54 + T 52 + T 50 + T 48 + T 46 + T 44 + T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 +
T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 2) J07 J212 J41 + (T 80 + T 72 + T 16 + T 8) J07 J212 + (T 76 + T 68 + T 12 + T 4) J07 J12 J41 +
(T 84 + T 78 + T 76 + T 70 + T 20 + T 14 + T 12 + T 6) J07 J41 + (T 96 + T 92 + T 80 + T 76 + T 32 + T 28 + T 16 + T 12) J07 + J770 J312T 8 + J770 J212T 10 +
J770 J12T
12 + J770T 14 + (T 16 + T 10 + T 8) J670 J312 + (T 14 + T 10) J670 J212 J41 + (T 24 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10) J670 J212 + J670 J12 J41T 12 +
(T 22 + T 20 + T 14 + T 12) J670 J12 + (T 18 + T 14) J670 J41 + (T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14) J670 + (T 28 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 +
T 8) J570 J
3
12 + (T 20 + T 12) J570 J212 J41 + (T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J570 J212 + (T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14) J570 J12 J41 + (T 40 + T 34 + T 30 +
T 28 + T 24 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12) J570 J12 + (T 42 + T 38 + T 34 + T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14) J570 + (T 38 + T 36 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 24 + T 22 +
T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8) J470 J312 + (T 34 + T 26 + T 18 + T 10) J470 J212 J41 + (T 44 + T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 +
T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10) J470 J212 + (T 40 + T 36 + T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12) J470 J12 J41 + (T 48 + T 44 + T 16 + T 12) J470 J12 +
(T 46 + T 14) J470 J41 + (T 56 + T 54 + T 48 + T 46 + T 24 + T 22 + T 16 + T 14) J470 + (T 64 + T 50 + T 48 + T 46 + T 44 + T 40 + T 32 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 +
T 12 + T 8) J370 J312 + (T 66 + T 54 + T 46 + T 42 + T 34 + T 22 + T 14 + T 10) J370 J212 + (T 68 + T 60 + T 52 + T 44 + T 36 + T 28 + T 20 + T 12) J370 J12 +
(T 70 + T 62 + T 54 + T 46 + T 38 + T 30 + T 22 + T 14) J370 + (T 72 + T 66 + T 64 + T 60 + T 58 + T 50 + T 48 + T 44 + T 42 + T 34 + T 32 + T 28 + T 26 +
T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8) J270 J312 + (T 70 + T 66 + T 58 + T 54 + T 50 + T 42 + T 38 + T 34 + T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 10) J270 J212 J41 + (T 80 + T 78 +
T 74 + T 72 + T 68 + T 64 + T 60 + T 56 + T 52 + T 48 + T 44 + T 40 + T 36 + T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J270 J212 + (T 68 + T 60 + T 52 +
T 44 + T 36 + T 28 + T 20 + T 12) J270 J12 J41 + (T 78 + T 76 + T 14 + T 12) J270 J12 + (T 74 + T 70 + T 66 + T 62 + T 58 + T 54 + T 50 + T 46 + T 42 + T 38 +
T 34 + T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14) J270 J41 + (T 84 + T 82 + T 80 + T 78 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14) J270 + (T 74 + T 72 + T 10 + T 8) J70 J312 + (T 76 +
T 12) J70 J212 J41 + (T 84 + T 82 + T 76 + T 74 + T 20 + T 18 + T 12 + T 10) J70 J212 + (T 82 + T 78 + T 18 + T 14) J70 J12 J41 + (T 96 + T 90 + T 88 + T 86 +
T 84 + T 82 + T 78 + T 76 + T 32 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12) J70 J12 + (T 98 + T 94 + T 82 + T 78 + T 34 + T 30 + T 18 + T 14) J70 +
(T 88 + T 72 + T 24 + T 8) J312 + (T 86 + T 82 + T 78 + T 74 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10) J212 J41 + (T 98 + T 90 + T 82 + T 74 + T 34 + T 26 + T 18 + T 10) J212 +
(T 96 + T 92 + T 80 + T 76 + T 32 + T 28 + T 16 + T 12) J12 J41 + (T 104 + T 100 + T 96 + T 92 + T 88 + T 84 + T 80 + T 76 + T 40 + T 36 + T 32 + T 28 +
T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12) J12 + (T 102 + T 94 + T 86 + T 78 + T 38 + T 30 + T 22 + T 14) J41 + (T 112 + T 110 + T 80 + T 78 + T 48 + T 46 + T 16 + T 14),
a1 = J607 J12 + J607T 2 + J507 J70 J212 + J507 J70T 4 + J507 J312T 2 + J507 J212 J41 + (T 8 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J507 J212 + (T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J507 J12 J41 + (T 16 +
T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J507 J12 +(T 6 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J507 J41 +(T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J507 + J407 J370 J12 + J407 J370 J41 +
(T 6 + T 2 + 1) J407 J370 + J407 J270 J312 + J407 J270 J212T 2 + (T 2 + 1) J407 J270 J12 J41 + J407 J270 J12T 6 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J407 J270 J41 + (T 18 +
T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J407 J270 + (T 4 + T 2) J407 J70 J312 + (T 4 + T 2) J407 J70 J212 J41 + (T 12 + T 10 + T 2 + 1) J407 J70 J212 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 4 +
1) J407 J70 J12 J41 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 12 + T 6 + T 2) J407 J70 J12 + (T 18 + T 12 + T 2 + 1) J407 J70 J41 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 +
T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J407 J70 + (T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J407 J312 + (T 18 + T 12 + T 6 + 1) J407 J212 J41 + (T 24 + T 22 +
T 18 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J407 J212 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 14 + T 10 + T 4 + T 2) J407 J12 J41 + (T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 +




2 + J307 J470 J212T 2 + J307 J470 J12T 6 + (T 6 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J307 J470 J41 + (T 12 + T 8 + T 2) J307 J470 + J307 J370 J312T 6 + J307 J370 J212 J41 + (T 10 +
T 6 + 1) J307 J370 J212 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + 1) J307 J370 J12 J41 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J307 J370 J12 + (T 14 +
T 12) J307 J
3
70 J41 + (T 22 + T 18 + T 12 + T 6 + T 4) J307 J370 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 6 + T 2) J307 J270 J312 + (T 12 + T 10 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J307 J270 J212 J41 + (T 22 +




12 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4 +1) J307 J270 J12 J41 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J307 J270 J12 + (T 26 + T 16 +
T 14 + T 8 + T 4 +1) J307 J270 J41 +(T 34 + T 30 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 +1) J307 J270 +(T 24 + T 16 + T 8 +1) J307 J70 J312 +
(T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4) J307 J70 J212 J41 + (T 32 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J307 J70 J212 + (T 26 + T 22 + T 14 +
T 2) J307 J70 J12 J41 + (T 38 + T 32 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J307 J70 J12 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 16 +
T 12) J307 J70 J41 + (T 42 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 2) J307 J70 + (T 34 + T 32 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 20 +
T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J307 J312 + (T 34 + T 30 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4 +1) J307 J212 J41 + (T 42 + T 40 +
T 38 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J307 J212 + (T 38 + T 34 + T 32 + T 6 + T 2 +1) J307 J12 J41 + (T 48 + T 46 + T 42 + T 40 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8) J307 J12 + (T 44 +
T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 12 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J307 J41 + (T 54 + T 46 + T 40 + T 32 + T 22 + T 14 + T 8 +1) J307 + J207 J670 J41T 2 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 +
T 2) J207 J
6
70 + J207 J570 J312T 2 + J207 J570 J212T 4 + (T 6 + T 2) J207 J570 J12 J41 + (T 12 + T 10 + T 6 + T 2) J207 J570 J12 + J207 J570 J41T 10 + (T 18 + T 10 + T 4 +
1) J207 J
5
70 + (T 10 + T 8) J207 J470 J312 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J207 J470 J212 J41 + (T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4 +1) J207 J470 J212 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 2 +1) J207 J470 J12 J41 +
(T 20 + T 16 + T 6 + T 4) J207 J470 J12 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J207 J470 J41 + (T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 +
1) J207 J
4
70 + (T 18 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J207 J370 J312 + (T 18 + T 14 + T 8 +1) J207 J370 J212 J41 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4 +




12 + (T 24 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J207 J370 J12 J41 + (T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8 + T 2 +1) J207 J370 J12 + (T 26 + T 22 +





12 +(T 28 +T 26 +T 22 +T 20 +T 12 +T 10 +T 8 +T 6 +T 4 +1) J207 J270 J212 J41 +(T 34 +T 32 +T 26 +T 24 +T 22 +T 20 +T 16 +T 10 +T 8 +
T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J270 J212 + (T 34 + T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 +1) J207 J270 J12 J41 + (T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 32 +
T 10 + T 8 + T 6 +1) J207 J270 J12 + (T 40 + T 38 + T 32 + T 28 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J207 J270 J41 + (T 48 + T 34 + T 28 + T 24 +
T 20 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J207 J270 + (T 42 + T 40 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 22 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2 +1) J207 J70 J312 + (T 38 + T 30 + T 26 +
T 24 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 +1) J207 J70 J212 J41 + (T 46 + T 44 + T 38 + T 36 + T 14 + T 12 + T 6 + T 4) J207 J70 J212 + (T 44 + T 40 + T 38 + T 36 +
T 34 + T 32 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J207 J70 J12 J41 + (T 50 + T 48 + T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 34 + T 18 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J207 J70 J12 +
(T 50 + T 38 + T 18 + T 6) J207 J70 J41 + (T 58 + T 56 + T 52 + T 48 + T 42 + T 40 + T 36 + T 32 + T 26 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4 +1) J207 J70 +
(T 50 + T 48 + T 42 + T 40 + T 18 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8) J207 J312 + (T 50 + T 48 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 18 + T 16 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J207 J212 J41 +
(T 58 + T 54 + T 52 + T 46 + T 44 + T 40 + T 34 + T 32 + T 26 + T 22 + T 20 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 2 +1) J207 J212 + (T 54 + T 50 + T 44 + T 42 + T 40 + T 38 +
T 36 + T 32 + T 22 + T 18 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 +1) J207 J12 J41 + (T 62 + T 58 + T 46 + T 42 + T 30 + T 26 + T 14 + T 10) J207 J12 + (T 60 + T 58 +
T 52 + T 46 + T 40 + T 38 + T 34 + T 32 + T 28 + T 26 + T 20 + T 14 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2 +1) J207 J41 + (T 70 + T 68 + T 64 + T 56 + T 48 + T 40 + T 32 + T 24 +
T 16 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J207 + J07 J770 J212T 2 + J07 J770 J12 J41T 2 + (T 8 + T 4) J07 J770 J12 + J07 J770 J41T 4 + J07 J770T 8 + (T 6 + T 2) J07 J670 J312 + (T 6 +
T 4) J07 J670 J
2
12 J41 + (T 12 + T 4) J07 J670 J212 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J670 J12 J41 + J07 J670 J12T 14 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J670 J41 +
(T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8) J07 J670 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J07 J570 J312 + (T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J570 J212 J41 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 +
T 10+T 8+T 6+T 2) J07 J570 J212+(T 22+T 20+T 12+T 10+T 8+T 4+T 2) J07 J570 J12 J41+(T 22+T 20+T 12+T 10+T 8+T 4) J07 J570 J12+(T 22+
T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4) J07 J570 J41 + (T 30 + T 20 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8) J07 J570 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 2) J07 J470 J312 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 22 +
T 20 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J07 J470 J212 J41 + (T 30 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J07 J470 J212 + (T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 +
T 4 + T 2) J07 J470 J12 J41 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 8 + T 6) J07 J470 J12 + (T 30 + T 28 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4) J07 J470 J41 + (T 32 +
T 28+T 26+T 16+T 12+T 10) J07 J470+(T 32+T 20+T 12+T 8) J07 J370 J312+(T 28+T 22+T 18+T 14+T 10+T 8+T 6+T 2) J07 J370 J212 J41+(T 38+
T 32 + T 28 + T 26 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J370 J212 + (T 38 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 14 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J370 J12 J41 +
(T 46 + T 44 + T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 10 + T 4) J07 J370 J12 + (T 34 + T 30 + T 28 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 +
T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J370 J41 + (T 44 + T 42 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 +
T 8) J07 J370 + (T 40 + T 38 + T 34 + T 32 + T 26 + T 24 + T 18 + T 16 + T 10 + T 6) J07 J270 J312 + (T 42 + T 34 + T 32 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 +
T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J270 J212 J41 + (T 44 + T 42 + T 12 + T 10) J07 J270 J212 + (T 46 + T 40 + T 38 + T 32 + T 26 + T 24 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 +
T 10 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J270 J12 J41 +(T 48 + T 44 + T 42 + T 38 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6) J07 J270 J12 +(T 54 + T 52 + T 50 + T 48 + T 46 + T 40 + T 36 + T 22 +
T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 8 + T 4) J07 J270 J41 + (T 66 + T 62 + T 54 + T 52 + T 50 + T 44 + T 34 + T 30 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 12) J07 J270 + (T 56 +
T 52 + T 48 + T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J07 J70 J312 + (T 52 + T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 20 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J07 J70 J212 J41 +
(T 58 + T 56 + T 54 + T 52 + T 48 + T 46 + T 44 + T 34 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 2) J07 J70 J212 +(T 58 + T 54 + T 52 + T 48 + T 44 +
T 40 + T 38 + T 34 + T 26 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J70 J12 J41 + (T 70 + T 66 + T 64 + T 60 + T 58 + T 54 + T 52 + T 50 + T 48 +
T 44 + T 42 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 28 + T 26 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 4) J07 J70 J12 + (T 60 + T 54 + T 52 + T 44 + T 38 + T 36 +
T 28 + T 22 + T 20 + T 12 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J70 J41 + (T 74 + T 70 + T 64 + T 62 + T 56 + T 54 + T 48 + T 46 + T 40 + T 38 + T 32 + T 30 + T 24 + T 22 + T 16 +
T 14 + T 10 + T 8) J07 J70 + (T 58 + T 50 + T 42 + T 34 + T 26 + T 18 + T 10 + T 2) J07 J312 + (T 66 + T 64 + T 62 + T 56 + T 52 + T 50 + T 48 + T 46 + T 40 +
T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 24 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 8 + T 4) J07 J212 J41 + (T 74 + T 70 + T 62 + T 60 + T 54 + T 52 + T 46 + T 44 + T 38 + T 36 +
T 30 + T 28 + T 22 + T 20 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 4) J07 J212 + (T 66 + T 60 + T 52 + T 44 + T 36 + T 28 + T 20 + T 12 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J12 J41 + (T 72 + T 70 +
T 8 + T 6) J07 J12 + (T 76 + T 70 + T 68 + T 66 + T 62 + T 58 + T 54 + T 50 + T 46 + T 42 + T 38 + T 34 + T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 +
T 4) J07 J41 + (T 80 + T 78 + T 76 + T 74 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J07 + J770 J12T 10 + J770T 12 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J670 J312 + J670 J212 J41T 10 +
(T 18 + T 14) J670 J212 + (T 12 + T 10) J670 J12 J41 + (T 20 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J670 J12 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12) J670 J41 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 +
T 14 + T 12) J670 + (T 28 + T 20 + T 18 + T 12 + T 10) J570 J312 + (T 24 + T 22 + T 14 + T 12) J570 J212 J41 + (T 32 + T 10) J570 J212 + (T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 +
T 14) J570 J12 J41 + (T 32 + T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10) J570 J12 + (T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14) J570 J41 + (T 36 + T 30 + T 26 +
T 24 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12) J570 +(T 38 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 20 + T 10 + T 8) J470 J312 +(T 36 + T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 +
T 12 + T 10) J470 J212 J41 + (T 44 + T 38 + T 32 + T 28 + T 22 + T 16) J470 J212 + (T 40 + T 30 + T 28 + T 24 + T 22 + T 18 + T 12 + T 10) J470 J12 J41 + (T 48 +
T 46 + T 44 + T 42 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 20 + T 18 + T 12 + T 10) J470 J12 + (T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 34 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 18 +
T 14 + T 12) J470 J41 + (T 50 + T 48 + T 40 + T 36 + T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 18 + T 12) J470 + (T 48 + T 46 + T 44 + T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 +
T 30+T 28+T 26+T 22+T 20+T 18+T 16+T 8) J370 J312+(T 46+T 14) J370 J212 J41+(T 54+T 50+T 44+T 40+T 38+T 36+T 34+T 32+T 30+T 28+
T 26 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10) J370 J212 + (T 52 + T 48 + T 20 + T 16) J370 J12 J41 + (T 66 + T 60 + T 52 + T 50 + T 48 + T 46 + T 44 + T 42 + T 34 +
T 28 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J370 J12 + (T 56 + T 54 + T 24 + T 22) J370 J41 + (T 68 + T 64 + T 54 + T 48 + T 46 + T 44 + T 36 + T 32 + T 22 +
T 16 + T 14 + T 12) J370 + (T 52 + T 46 + T 42 + T 40 + T 20 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8) J270 J312 + (T 50 + T 48 + T 46 + T 42 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10) J270 J212 J41 +
(T 70 + T 68 + T 64 + T 62 + T 58 + T 54 + T 52 + T 48 + T 46 + T 42 + T 38 + T 36 + T 32 + T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10) J270 J212 + (T 66 +
T 62 + T 52 + T 46 + T 44 + T 42 + T 34 + T 30 + T 20 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J270 J12 J41 +(T 74 + T 72 + T 70 + T 68 + T 66 + T 56 + T 54 + T 52 + T 50 + T 40 +
T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 10) J270 J12 + (T 72 + T 64 + T 58 + T 54 + T 52 + T 50 + T 46 + T 44 + T 40 + T 32 + T 26 + T 22 + T 20 +
T 18 + T 14 + T 12) J270 J41 + (T 82 + T 80 + T 68 + T 60 + T 52 + T 44 + T 36 + T 28 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12) J270 + (T 74 + T 72 + T 68 + T 66 + T 62 +
T 60 + T 52 + T 50 + T 46 + T 44 + T 36 + T 34 + T 30 + T 28 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8) J70 J312 + (T 70 + T 66 + T 60 + T 58 + T 54 + T 50 +
T 44 + T 42 + T 38 + T 34 + T 28 + T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 12 + T 10) J70 J212 J41 +(T 78 + T 76 + T 74 + T 72 + T 70 + T 68 + T 66 + T 64 + T 62 + T 60 + T 58 +
T 56 + T 54 + T 52 + T 50 + T 48 + T 46 + T 44 + T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16) J70 J212 +
(T 76 + T 68 + T 66 + T 64 + T 62 + T 52 + T 50 + T 48 + T 46 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12) J70 J12 J41 + (T 86 + T 84 +
T 80 + T 78 + T 74 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10) J70 J12 + (T 82 + T 80 + T 78 + T 76 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12) J70 + (T 82 + T 78 + T 74 + T 72 +
T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8) J312 + (T 80 + T 72 + T 70 + T 68 + T 66 + T 64 + T 62 + T 60 + T 58 + T 56 + T 54 + T 52 + T 50 + T 48 + T 46 + T 44 + T 42 + T 40 +
T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J212 J41 + (T 90 + T 88 + T 82 + T 80 + T 26 + T 24 + T 18 +
T 16) J212 + (T 80 + T 78 + T 76 + T 74 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J12 J41 + (T 88 + T 86 + T 84 + T 82 + T 80 + T 78 + T 76 + T 74 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 +
T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J12 + (T 86 + T 84 + T 78 + T 76 + T 22 + T 20 + T 14 + T 12) J41 + (T 96 + T 92 + T 80 + T 76 + T 32 + T 28 + T 16 + T 12),
80 F. Breuer, H.-G. Rück / Journal of Number Theory 129 (2009) 59–83a2 = J607 + J507 J70T 2 + (T 8 + T 4 + 1) J507 J12 + (T 6 + T 2) J507 J41 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J507 + J407 J270 J12T 2 + (T 6 +
T 4) J407 J
2
70 + (T 8 + T 6) J407 J70 J212 + J407 J70 J12 J41T 6 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 +1) J407 J70 J12 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J407 J70 J41 + (T 18 + T 14 +
T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J407 J70 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + 1) J407 J312 + J407 J212 J41T 6 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J407 J212 +
(T 16 + T 14 + T 8 + T 6 +1) J407 J12 J41 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J407 J12 + (T 18 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6) J407 J41 + (T 32 + T 28 +
T 22 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J407 + (T 6 + T 4) J307 J470 + J307 J370 J212T 2 + (T 8 + T 2) J307 J370 J41 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 2) J307 J370 + (T 8 +
T 4 + T 2) J307 J270 J312 + (T 6 + T 2) J307 J270 J212 J41 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J307 J270 J212 + (T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J307 J270 J12 J41 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 10 +
T 4) J307 J
2
70 J12 +(T 18 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J307 J270 J41 +(T 22 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J307 J270 +(T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 2) J307 J70 J312 +(T 12 +
T 6) J307 J70 J
2
12 J41 + (T 22 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J307 J70 J212 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J307 J70 J12 J41 + (T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 +
T 20 + T 14 + T 8 + T 2) J307 J70 J12 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 10 + 1) J307 J70 J41 + (T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 20 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J307 J70 +
(T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + 1) J307 J312 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 10 + T 6 + T 2 + 1) J307 J212 J41 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 +
T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J307 J212 +(T 24 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 +1) J307 J12 J41 +(T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 26 +
T 24 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 4) J307 J12 + (T 38 + T 30 + T 28 + T 24 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 2 +1) J307 J41 + (T 38 + T 36 +
T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6) J307 + (T 6 + T 4) J207 J570 J12 + J207 J570T 6 + (T 4 + T 2) J207 J470 J212 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J207 J470 J12 J41 +
(T 10 + T 6) J207 J470 J12 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 6) J207 J470 J41 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J207 J470 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 2) J207 J370 J312 +
(T 10 + T 8) J207 J370 J212 J41 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 6) J207 J370 J212 + (T 14 + T 12 + T 6 + T 4) J207 J370 J12 J41 + (T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J370 J12 +
(T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J207 J370 J41 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 6 + T 2) J207 J370 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 6 +




12 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J270 J212 J41 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 6 + T 2 + 1) J207 J270 J212 +
(T 26 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8) J207 J270 J12 J41 +(T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J207 J270 J12 +(T 30 + T 24 + T 20 +
T 10 + T 6 + T 2) J207 J270 J41 + (T 36 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 2 + 1) J207 J270 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 +
T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J70 J312 + (T 28 + T 18 + T 16 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J70 J212 J41 + (T 36 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 22 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6 +
T 4 +1) J207 J70 J212 + (T 34 + T 32 + T 28 + T 26 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 6 + T 2) J207 J70 J12 J41 + (T 42 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 16 + T 14 +
T 12) J207 J70 J12 +(T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 30 + T 26 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 6 + T 2 +1) J207 J70 J41 +(T 44 + T 36 + T 32 + T 12 + T 4 +1) J207 J70 +
(T 40 + T 30 + T 28 + T 22 + T 20 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J207 J312 + (T 38 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J212 J41 +
(T 42 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6) J207 J212 + (T 44 + T 36 + T 34 + T 30 + T 28 +
T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 +1) J207 J12 J41 + (T 56 + T 52 + T 46 + T 44 + T 42 + T 32 + T 24 + T 20 + T 14 + T 12 +
T 10 +1) J207 J12 +(T 54 +T 52 +T 50 +T 44 +T 42 +T 36 +T 34 +T 22 +T 20 +T 18 +T 12 +T 10 +T 4 +T 2) J207 J41+(T 54 +T 50 +T 48 +T 46 +T 40 +
T 34 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 8 + T 2) J207 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J770 + (T 6 + T 4) J07 J670 J212 + (T 10 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J670 J12 + J07 J670 J41T 6 +
(T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J07 J670 + (T 6 + T 4) J07 J570 J312 + J07 J570 J212 J41T 8 + (T 16 + T 14) J07 J570 J212 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 +
T 4) J07 J570 J12 J41 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14) J07 J570 J12 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J570 J41 + (T 22 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 +
T 10 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J570 + (T 16 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J470 J312 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J470 J212 J41 + (T 14 + T 10 + T 4 +
T 2) J07 J470 J
2
12 + (T 24 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J470 J12 J41 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J470 J12 + (T 32 +
T 26 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12) J07 J470 J41 + (T 38 + T 36 + T 32 + T 26 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 8) J07 J470 + (T 24 + T 12 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J370 J312 +
(T 24 +T 22 +T 16 +T 14 +T 12 +T 6) J07 J370 J212 J41 +(T 32 +T 30 +T 26 +T 22 +T 20 +T 18 +T 14 +T 12 +T 8 +T 6) J07 J370 J212+(T 26 +T 14 +T 10 +
T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J370 J12 J41 + (T 38 + T 36 + T 32 + T 30 + T 24 + T 12) J07 J370 J12 + (T 40 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 4) J07 J370 J41 +
(T 48 + T 46 + T 42 + T 40 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 22 + T 20 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J370 + (T 40 + T 38 + T 30 + T 28 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 +
T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 8 + T 2) J07 J270 J312 + (T 38 + T 36 + T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 20 + T 12 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J270 J212 J41 + (T 48 + T 46 + T 42 + T 34 +
T 26 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J270 J212 + (T 40 + T 38 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 14 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J270 J12 J41 + (T 44 + T 38 + T 32 +
T 30 + T 24 + T 22 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8) J07 J270 J12 + (T 50 + T 48 + T 46 + T 42 + T 36 + T 34 + T 26 + T 16 + T 14 + T 4) J07 J270 J41 + (T 50 + T 46 +
T 38 + T 18 + T 14 + T 6) J07 J270 + (T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J70 J312 +
(T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J70 J212 J41 + (T 56 + T 54 + T 52 + T 40 + T 36 + T 24 +
T 22 + T 20 + T 8 + T 4) J07 J70 J212 + (T 54 + T 52 + T 48 + T 44 + T 34 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 2) J07 J70 J12 J41 + (T 60 + T 52 + T 48 + T 40 +
T 28 + T 20 + T 16 + T 8) J07 J70 J12 + (T 56 + T 54 + T 52 + T 50 + T 44 + T 40 + T 38 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6) J07 J70 J41 + (T 58 +
T 54 + T 48 + T 44 + T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 26 + T 22 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J70 + (T 58 + T 48 + T 40 + T 34 + T 26 + T 16 + T 8 +
T 2) J07 J312 + (T 54 + T 52 + T 50 + T 40 + T 36 + T 34 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J212 J41 + (T 64 + T 60 + T 58 + T 56 + T 54 + T 52 + T 48 +
T 46 + T 44 + T 40 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J212 + (T 60 + T 58 + T 56 + T 52 +
T 48 + T 44 + T 36 + T 34 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J12 J41 + (T 72 + T 70 + T 56 + T 52 + T 40 + T 36 + T 24 + T 20 + T 6 +
T 4) J07 J12 + (T 70 + T 66 + T 60 + T 54 + T 52 + T 48 + T 46 + T 42 + T 40 + T 34 + T 28 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J07 J41 + (T 64 +
T 56 + T 48 + T 40 + T 32 + T 24 + T 16 + T 8) J07 + (T 6 + T 4) J770 J312 + (T 8 + T 6) J770 J212 + (T 10 + T 8) J770 J12 + (T 12 + T 10) J770 + (T 12 + T 10 +
T 8 + T 4) J670 J312 + (T 12 + T 8 + T 6) J670 J212 J41 + (T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 6) J670 J212 + (T 12 + T 8) J670 J12 J41 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 8) J670 J12 +
(T 16 + T 10) J670 J41 + (T 26 + T 18 + T 10) J670 + J570 J312T 4 + (T 24 + T 22 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8) J570 J212 J41 + (T 22 + T 16 + T 12 + T 6) J570 J212 + (T 24 +
T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12) J570 J12 J41 + (T 38 + T 36 + T 32 + T 28 + T 26 + T 22 + T 12 + T 8) J570 J12 + (T 28 + T 22 + T 12) J570 J41 + (T 40 + T 38 + T 36 +
T 34 + T 24 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J570 + (T 30 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J470 J312 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 20 +
T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6) J470 J212 J41 + (T 38 + T 34 + T 32 + T 28 + T 26 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 8 + T 6) J470 J212 + (T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 26 + T 24 +
T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 12 + T 8) J470 J12 J41 + (T 44 + T 42 + T 40 + T 36 + T 34 + T 30 + T 14 + T 8) J470 J12 + (T 44 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 28 + T 16 +
T 14 + T 10) J470 J41 + (T 54 + T 50 + T 36 + T 32 + T 24 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J470 + (T 48 + T 46 + T 44 + T 42 + T 36 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 +
T 20 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J370 J312 + (T 42 + T 32 + T 30 + T 26 + T 24 + T 14) J370 J212 J41 + (T 50 + T 48 + T 44 + T 42 + T 38 + T 32 + T 28 +
T 24 + T 18 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J370 J212 + (T 48 + T 44 + T 40 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16) J370 J12 J41 + (T 50 + T 44 + T 36 + T 34 +
T 30 + T 24 + T 20 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8) J370 J12 + (T 56 + T 54 + T 40 + T 36 + T 22 + T 20) J370 J41 + (T 52 + T 48 + T 38 + T 34 + T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 20 +
T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10) J370 + (T 56 + T 54 + T 50 + T 46 + T 42 + T 38 + T 36 + T 30 + T 24 + T 18 + T 10 + T 4) J270 J312 + (T 54 + T 52 + T 50 + T 46 +
T 44 + T 42 + T 38 + T 36 + T 30 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 18 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6) J270 J212 J41 + (T 64 + T 58 + T 54 + T 52 + T 48 + T 46 + T 42 + T 40 + T 36 +
T 34 + T 30 + T 28 + T 24 + T 18 + T 12 + T 6) J270 J212 + (T 50 + T 46 + T 36 + T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8) J270 J12 J41 +
(T 58 + T 56 + T 54 + T 52 + T 50 + T 44 + T 42 + T 40 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8) J270 J12 + (T 56 + T 48 + T 42 + T 24 + T 16 +
F. Breuer, H.-G. Rück / Journal of Number Theory 129 (2009) 59–83 81T 10) J270 J41 + (T 66 + T 64 + T 52 + T 48 + T 44 + T 42 + T 34 + T 32 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10) J270 + (T 58 + T 56 + T 52 + T 50 + T 46 + T 44 + T 42 +
T 36 + T 26 + T 24 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 4) J70 J312 + (T 54 + T 50 + T 44 + T 40 + T 22 + T 18 + T 12 + T 8) J70 J212 J41 + (T 62 + T 60 +
T 58 + T 56 + T 54 + T 52 + T 48 + T 46 + T 42 + T 38 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 6) J70 J212 + (T 60 + T 52 + T 50 +
T 42 + T 28 + T 20 + T 18 + T 10) J70 J12 J41 + (T 70 + T 68 + T 64 + T 60 + T 58 + T 56 + T 54 + T 52 + T 48 + T 44 + T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 32 +
T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8) J70 J12 + (T 66 + T 58 + T 50 + T 42 + T 34 + T 26 + T 18 + T 10) J70 + (T 66 + T 62 + T 58 +
T 56 + T 54 + T 52 + T 50 + T 46 + T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 30 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J312 + (T 64 +
T 56 + T 54 + T 48 + T 40 + T 38 + T 32 + T 24 + T 22 + T 16 + T 8 + T 6) J212 J41 + (T 74 + T 72 + T 66 + T 62 + T 58 + T 54 + T 50 + T 46 + T 42 + T 38 +
T 34 + T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14 + T 8 + T 6) J212 + (T 64 + T 56 + T 48 + T 40 + T 32 + T 24 + T 16 + T 8) J12 J41 + (T 72 + T 8) J12 + (T 70 + T 66 +
T 62 + T 58 + T 54 + T 50 + T 46 + T 42 + T 38 + T 34 + T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10) J41 + (T 80 + T 78 + T 76 + T 74 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10),
a3 = (T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J507 + J407 J270T 2 + (T 6 + T 2) J407 J70 J12 + (T 10 + T 2) J407 J70 + J407 J312T 2 + J407 J212 J41T 2 + (T 8 + T 2) J407 J212 +
J407 J12 J41T
6 + (T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6 + T 2) J407 J12 + (T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J407 J41 + (T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 +
T 4) J407 + J307 J370 J12T 2 + J307 J370T 6 + (T 6 + T 4) J307 J270 J212 + J307 J270 J12 J41T 2 + (T 6 + T 2) J307 J270 J12 + (T 8 + T 2) J307 J270 J41 + (T 18 + T 14 +
T 6 + T 2) J307 J270 + (T 8 + T 4) J307 J70 J312 + (T 4 + T 2) J307 J70 J212 J41 + (T 10 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J307 J70 J212 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J307 J70 J12 J41 + (T 22 +
T 20 + T 18 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J307 J70 J12 + (T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J307 J70 J41 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 +
T 6) J307 J70 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J307 J312 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4) J307 J212 J41 + (T 26 + T 20 + T 18 + T 12 + T 10 +
T 2) J307 J
2
12 +(T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 6 + T 2) J307 J12 J41 +(T 26 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 6) J307 J12 +(T 28 + T 18 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6 + T 2) J307 J41 +
(T 38 + T 36 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J307 + J207 J570T 2 + J207 J470 J212T 2 + J207 J470 J12T 6 + (T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J470 J41 +
(T 12 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J470 + J207 J370 J312T 6 + (T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J370 J212 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J207 J370 J12 J41 + J207 J370 J12T 14 + (T 16 + T 12 + T 10 +
T 6 + T 4) J207 J370 J41 +(T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 6 + T 2) J207 J370 +(T 16 + T 14 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J207 J270 J312 +(T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J270 J212 J41 +
(T 16+T 14+T 12+T 4+T 2) J207 J270 J212+(T 16+T 14+T 12+T 8+T 4+T 2) J207 J270 J12 J41+(T 26+T 22+T 20+T 16+T 10+T 4+T 2) J207 J270 J12+
(T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 4) J207 J270 J41 + (T 34 + T 32 + T 26 + T 24 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 2) J207 J270 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 10 +
T 6 + T 2) J207 J70 J312 + (T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4) J207 J70 J212 J41 + (T 30 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 8 + T 2) J207 J70 J212 + (T 28 + T 22 +
T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J70 J12 J41 + (T 38 + T 34 + T 28 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J70 J12 +
(T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 24 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J70 J41 + (T 42 + T 38 + T 36 + T 32 + T 30 + T 26 + T 18 + T 12 + T 10 +
T 8) J207 J70 + (T 30 + T 20 + T 18 + T 12 + T 6 + T 2) J207 J312 + (T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 14 + T 12 + T 6) J207 J212 J41 + (T 38 + T 36 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 +
T 24 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J207 J212 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 20 + T 10) J207 J12 J41 + (T 48 + T 44 + T 42 + T 40 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 +
T 30+T 28 +T 26+T 24+T 22 +T 20+T 18+T 14 +T 6) J207 J12+(T 44+T 40+T 38+T 34 +T 30+T 28+T 26 +T 22+T 14+T 10+T 8 +T 2) J207 J41+




4 + (T 6 + T 2) J07 J570 J12 J41 + (T 6 + T 2) J07 J570 J12 + J07 J570T 4 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 2) J07 J470 J312 + (T 8 + T 4) J07 J470 J212 J41 + (T 18 +
T 14 +T 8 +T 2) J07 J470 J212+(T 16 +T 14 +T 12 +T 10 +T 8 +T 6 +T 2) J07 J470 J12 J41+(T 22 +T 18 +T 16 +T 14 +T 12 +T 10+T 4 +T 2) J07 J470 J12+
(T 22 + T 16 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J470 J41 + (T 28 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 2) J07 J470 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 +
T 2) J07 J370 J
3
12 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6) J07 J370 J212 J41 + (T 22 + T 14 + T 8 + T 6) J07 J370 J212 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 6 +
T 4) J07 J370 J12 J41 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 22 + T 20 + T 14 + T 12 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J370 J12 + (T 30 + T 26 + T 24 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 +
T 10 + T 2) J07 J370 J41 + (T 18 + T 14 + T 2) J07 J370 + (T 32 + T 30 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J270 J312 + (T 26 + T 22 + T 16 +
T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 2) J07 J270 J212 J41 + (T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 10 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J270 J212 + (T 34 + T 26 + T 18 + T 8 +
T 4) J07 J270 J12 J41+(T 42+T 40+T 38+T 36+T 32+T 30+T 24+T 22+T 18+T 14+T 12+T 8) J07 J270 J12+(T 42+T 40+T 34 +T 30+T 26+T 22+
T 20 + T 18 + T 12 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J270 J41 + (T 34 + T 32 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10) J07 J270 + (T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 24 + T 20 + T 18 +
T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4) J07 J70 J312 +(T 38 + T 36 + T 32 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 2) J07 J70 J212 J41 +(T 48 + T 44 + T 42 + T 38 + T 36 + T 26 + T 24 +
T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6) J07 J70 J212 +(T 44 + T 42 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 6) J07 J70 J12 J41 +(T 50 + T 48 + T 42 + T 30 + T 28 + T 24 + T 16 + T 14 +
T 12+T 10 +T 8+T 2) J07 J70 J12+(T 48 +T 46+T 38+T 36 +T 34 +T 30+T 28+T 26+T 24 +T 22+T 20+T 16+T 12 +T 10+T 8+T 2) J07 J70 J41+
(T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J70 + (T 50 + T 46 + T 42 + T 40 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 +
T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 16 + T 6) J07 J312 + (T 50 + T 48 + T 36 + T 34 + T 28 + T 24 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J212 J41 + (T 50 + T 48 + T 46 +
T 44 +T 42 +T 38 +T 36 +T 34 +T 32 +T 30+T 28 +T 26 +T 24 +T 22 +T 20+T 8) J07 J212+(T 48 +T 46 +T 40 +T 34 +T 32 +T 30+T 24 +T 22 +T 6 +
T 2) J07 J12 J41 + (T 54 + T 50 + T 46 + T 42 + T 40 + T 36 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J07 J12 + (T 52 + T 48 + T 44 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 20 +
T 16 + T 12 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J41 + (T 54 + T 52 + T 48 + T 46 + T 40 + T 36 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 8 + T 4) J07 + J770 J212T 2 + J770 J12 J41T 2 +
(T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J770 J12 + J770 J41T 4 + (T 12 + T 8) J770 + (T 6 + T 2) J670 J312 + (T 6 + T 4) J670 J212 J41 + (T 12 + T 10 + T 4) J670 J212 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 4 +
T 2) J670 J12 J41 + (T 18 + T 10) J670 J12 + (T 18 + T 12 + T 6 + T 4) J670 J41 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8) J670 + (T 18 + T 10) J570 J312 + (T 16 +
T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J570 J212 J41 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 14 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J570 J212 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J570 J12 J41 + (T 28 +
T 26 + T 22 + T 16 + T 14 + T 8 + T 4) J570 J12 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J570 J41 + (T 32 + T 30 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 +
T 8) J570 + (T 26 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4) J470 J312 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J470 J212 J41 + (T 34 + T 32 +
T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 6) J470 J212 +(T 32 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J470 J12 J41 +(T 28 + T 26 + T 20 + T 18) J470 J12 +
(T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J470 J41 + (T 38 + T 36 + T 18 + T 16 + T 8) J470 + (T 38 + T 34 + T 16 +
T 12 + T 10) J370 J312 + (T 34 + T 32 + T 26 + T 24 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J370 J212 J41 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J370 J212 +
(T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 2) J370 J12 J41 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 10 + T 4) J370 J12 + (T 40 + T 36 +
T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 4) J370 J41 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8) J370 + (T 32 + T 26 + T 24 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 +
T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J270 J312 + (T 22 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10) J270 J212 J41 + (T 34 + T 30 + T 28 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 +
T 4) J270 J
2
12 + (T 32 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 14 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J270 J12 J41 + (T 38 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8) J270 J12 +
(T 34 +T 30+T 22 +T 20+T 18+T 14+T 6+T 4) J270 J41+(T 36+T 32+T 28+T 24+T 20+T 16+T 12+T 8) J270+(T 36 +T 28+T 20+T 12) J70 J312+
(T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 22 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 4 + T 2) J70 J212 J41 + (T 48 + T 46 + T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 +
T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 12 + T 10 + T 2) J70 J212 + (T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 24 + T 22 + T 16 + T 14 + T 4 + T 2) J70 J12 J41 +
(T 48 + T 46 + T 42 + T 36 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 4) J70 J12 + (T 48 + T 46 + T 40 + T 36 + T 16 + T 14 + T 8 + T 4) J70 J41 + (T 50 + T 48 + T 42 + T 40 +
T 18 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8) J70 + (T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J312 + (T 50 + T 48 + T 38 + T 34 + T 18 + T 16 + T 6 + T 2) J212 J41 +
82 F. Breuer, H.-G. Rück / Journal of Number Theory 129 (2009) 59–83(T 50 + T 46 + T 42 + T 38 + T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 6) J212 + (T 48 + T 46 + T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 34 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J12 J41 +
(T 50 + T 48 + T 46 + T 44 + T 42 + T 40 + T 38 + T 36 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J41 + (T 64 + T 56 + T 48 + T 40 + T 32 + T 24 +
T 16 + T 8),
a4 = J507 + J407 J70 J12 + J407 J70T 2 +(T 2 +1) J407 J212 + J407 J12 J41 +(T 6 +T 4 +T 2 +1) J407 J12 +(T 2 +1) J407 J41 +(T 16 +T 14 +T 12 +T 10 +
T 8 + T 4 + T 2) J407 + J307 J370 + J307 J270 J212 + J307 J270 J12 + J307 J270 J41T 2 + J307 J70 J312 + (T 8 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J307 J70 J212 + (T 6 + T 2) J307 J70 J12 J41 +
J307 J70 J12 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J307 J70 J41 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + 1) J307 J70 + (T 10 + T 2) J307 J312 + (T 4 + T 2 +
1) J307 J
2
12 J41 + (T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2 + 1) J307 J212 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J307 J12 J41 + (T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 14 + T 10 + T 6 +










12 J41 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2 +1) J207 J270 J212 + (T 8 + T 4) J207 J270 J12 J41 + (T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4) J207 J270 J12 +
(T 16 + T 8 + T 2 + 1) J207 J270 J41 + (T 20 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J207 J270 + J207 J70 J312T 4 + (T 10 + T 4 + 1) J207 J70 J212 J41 + (T 22 +
T 16 + T 10 + T 4 + 1) J207 J70 J212 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J207 J70 J12 J41 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 +
T 2) J207 J70 J12 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J70 J41 + J207 J70T 4 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 14 + T 10 + T 6 +
T 2 +1) J207 J312 + (T 18 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4) J207 J212 J41 + (T 34 + T 28 + T 22 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 2) J207 J212 + (T 32 + T 26 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 +
T 12 + T 4 + T 2) J207 J12 J41 + (T 36 + T 32 + T 30 + T 24 + T 22 + T 14 + T 6 + T 4) J207 J12 + (T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 2 +1) J207 J41 +
(T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 30 + T 22 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6) J207 + J07 J670 + J07 J570 J212 + J07 J570 J12 J41 + J07 J570 J12T 4 + (T 10 + T 8 +
T 4 + 1) J07 J570 + J07 J470 J312T 2 + (T 2 + 1) J07 J470 J212 J41 + (T 2 + 1) J07 J470 J212 + (T 4 + T 2 + 1) J07 J470 J12 J41 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J470 J12 +
(T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2 + 1) J07 J470 J41 + J07 J470T 2 + (T 12 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J370 J312 + J07 J370 J212 J41T 6 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 10 +
T 4 + 1) J07 J370 J212 + (T 8 + T 6 + 1) J07 J370 J12 J41 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J07 J370 J12 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 +
T 4 + T 2) J07 J370 J41 + (T 8 + T 6) J07 J370 + (T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 12 + T 10 + T 6 + 1) J07 J270 J312 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 +
T 4) J07 J270 J
2
12 J41 + (T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J270 J212 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 10 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J07 J270 J12 J41 +
(T 20 + T 18 + T 12 + T 10 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J07 J270 J12 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8 + T 2 +1) J07 J270 J41 + (T 18 + T 16 +1) J07 J270 + (T 28 +
T 26 + T 24 + T 18 + T 16 + T 6 + 1) J07 J70 J312 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + 1) J07 J70 J212 J41 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 22 +
T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J07 J70 J212 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 16 + T 8) J07 J70 J12 J41 + (T 34 + T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4 +
T 2 +1) J07 J70 J12 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 8 + T 4 +1) J07 J70 J41 + (T 26 + T 20 + T 18 + T 10 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J70 + (T 32 + T 30 + T 26 +
T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 8 + T 4) J07 J312 + (T 34 + T 32 + T 22 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 2 +1) J07 J212 J41 + (T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 24 + T 22 +
T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 8 + T 6) J07 J212 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 26 + T 14 + T 12 + T 6 + T 2 +1) J07 J12 J41 + (T 38 + T 36 + T 34 + T 32 + T 30 + T 28 + T 26 +
T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8) J07 J12 + (T 36 + T 32 + T 28 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J07 J41 + (T 38 +
T 34 + T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J07 + J870 + J770 J12T 2 + J770 J41 + (T 4 + T 2 +1) J770 + J670 J212 J41 + (T 6 + T 4 +
T 2 + 1) J670 J212 + (T 2 + 1) J670 J12 J41 + (T 6 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J670 J12 + J670 J41T 4 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + 1) J670 + J570 J312 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 4 +
T 2) J570 J
2
12 J41 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J570 J212 + (T 8 + T 4) J570 J12 J41 + (T 12 + T 10 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J570 J12 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 4 + 1) J570 J41 + (T 14 +
T 12 + T 10 + T 6 + T 2 + 1) J570 + (T 8 + T 6 + 1) J470 J312 + (T 12 + T 8 + T 4 + 1) J470 J212 J41 + (T 6 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J470 J212 + (T 8 + T 6) J470 J12 J41 +
(T 12 + T 10 + T 4) J470 J12 + (T 12 + T 8) J470 J41 + (T 22 + T 16 + T 6 +1) J470 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 10 + T 6 + T 2 +1) J370 J312 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8 +
T 6 + 1) J370 J212 J41 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J370 J212 + (T 16 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J370 J12 J41 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 +
T 6 + T 2) J370 J12 + (T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + 1) J370 J41 + (T 4 + T 2 + 1) J370 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 10 +
T 6 + T 2) J270 J312 + (T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 10 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J270 J212 J41 + (T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 12 + T 4) J270 J212 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 16 +
T 12 + T 4 +1) J270 J12 J41 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 14 + T 12 + T 2 +1) J270 J12 + (T 24 + T 22 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8) J270 J41 +
(T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + 1) J270 + (T 28 + T 26 + T 18 + T 16 + T 4 + 1) J70 J312 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 4 +
1) J70 J212 J41 + (T 32 + T 30 + T 24 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J70 J212 + (T 28 + T 26 + T 24 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 10 + T 2) J70 J12 J41 +
(T 30 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J70 J12 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 12 + T 8 + 1) J70 J41 + (T 32 + T 30 + T 26 + T 22 + T 18 + T 14 +
T 10 + T 6 + T 2 + 1) J70 + (T 34 + T 32 + T 24 + T 16 + T 8 + T 2) J312 + (T 34 + T 32 + T 22 + T 18 + T 6 + 1) J212 J41 + (T 34 + T 2) J212 + (T 32 + T 28 +
T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4) J12 J41 + (T 40 + T 36 + T 8 + T 4) J12 + (T 38 + T 6) J41 + (T 48 + T 46 + T 40 + T 38 + T 16 + T 14 + T 8 + T 6),
a5 = J407 J12 + (T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J407 + J307 J270T 2 + J307 J70 J212 + J307 J70 J12T 6 + J307 J70T 2 + (T 2 + 1) J307 J212 J41 + (T 10 + 1) J307 J212 +
J307 J12 J41T
4 + (T 16 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J307 J12 + (T 6 + T 4 + 1) J307 J41 + (T 18 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J307 + (T 2 + 1) J207 J370 J12 +
J207 J
3
70 J41 + J207 J370 + J207 J270 J312 + (T 6 + T 4) J207 J270 J212 + J207 J270 J12 J41 + J207 J270 J12T 2 + (T 2 +1) J207 J270 J41 + (T 4 +1) J207 J270 + (T 10 + T 8 +
T 2) J207 J70 J
3
12 +(T 6 +1) J207 J70 J212 + J207 J70 J12 J41 + J207 J70 J12T 8 +(T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2 +1) J207 J70 J41 +(T 10 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J207 J70 +
(T 16 +T 10 +T 8 +T 6 +T 4 +1) J207 J312+ J207 J212 J41+(T 16 +T 12 +T 10 +T 8 +T 4 +T 2) J207 J212 +(T 10 +T 6 +T 4 +T 2) J207 J12 J41+(T 16 +T 14 +
T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J207 J12 + (T 12 + T 10 + T 8 +1) J207 J41 + (T 22 + T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 6) J207 + J07 J470 J41 + J07 J370 J312T 2 + J07 J370 J212 J41 +
(T 2 + 1) J07 J370 J212 + J07 J370 J12 J41 + (T 4 + 1) J07 J370 J12 + J07 J370 J41T 2 + (T 8 + T 6) J07 J270 J312 + (T 6 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J07 J270 J212 J41 + (T 8 +
T 4 + T 2) J07 J270 J212 + (T 6 + T 4 +1) J07 J270 J12 J41 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 6 +1) J07 J270 J12 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 2 +1) J07 J270 J41 + J07 J270 + (T 12 + T 10 +
T 8 + T 6 + T 4 +1) J07 J70 J312 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J70 J212 J41 + (T 16 + T 10 + T 8 + T 2) J07 J70 J212 + (T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J70 J12 J41 +
(T 18 + T 16 + T 14 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4) J07 J70 J12 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J70 J41 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J70 + (T 18 + T 8 + T 6 +
T 4) J07 J312 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 2 +1) J07 J212 J41 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 10 + T 6) J07 J212 + (T 16 + T 14 +1) J07 J12 J41 + (T 22 + T 16 + T 14 + T 8) J07 J12 +
(T 20 + T 16 + T 6 + T 2) J07 J41 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + 1) J07 + J570 + (T 2 + 1) J470 J212 + J470 J12 J41 + (T 2 + 1) J470 J41 +
(T 6 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J470 + (T 6 + T 4 + 1) J370 J312 + J370 J212 J41 + (T 2 + 1) J370 J212 + (T 4 + T 2 + 1) J370 J12 + (T 8 + T 2) J370 J41 + (T 4 + 1) J370 +
(T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J270 J312 + (T 6 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J270 J212 J41 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 2) J270 J212 + (T 6 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J270 J12 J41 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 4 +
1) J270 J12 + (T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J270 J41 + (T 18 + T 16 +1) J270 + (T 12 + T 8 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J70 J312 + (T 10 + T 8 + T 4 +1) J70 J212 J41 + (T 16 +
T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J70 J212 + (T 12 + T 10 + T 6 + 1) J70 J12 J41 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 14 + T 12) J70 J12 + (T 16 + T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 4) J70 J41 +
(T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2 +1) J70 + (T 18 + T 16 + T 10 + T 8) J312 + (T 18 + T 6 + T 4 +1) J212 J41 + (T 26 + T 24 + T 18 + T 16 + T 10 +
T 8 + T 2 + 1) J212 + (T 12 + T 8 + T 4 + 1) J12 J41 + (T 24 + T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2) J12 + (T 22 + T 20 + T 18 + T 16 + T 6 + T 4 +
T 2 + 1) J41 + (T 32 + T 28 + T 24 + T 20 + T 16 + T 12 + T 8 + T 4),
F. Breuer, H.-G. Rück / Journal of Number Theory 129 (2009) 59–83 83a6 = J407+ J307 J12+ J307T 2+ J207 J70 J12+ J207 J312+(T 2+1) J207 J212+ J207 J12 J41+ J207 J12T 4+(T 6+T 4) J207+ J07 J70 J212+ J07 J70 J12T 2+
J07 J70 J41 + J07 J312 + (T 2 + 1) J07 J212 J41 + J07 J212T 2 + J07 J12 J41 + (T 8 + T 4) J07 J12 + (T 6 + T 4 + T 2 + 1) J07 J41 + J07T 6 + J270 J212 +
(T 2 + 1) J270 + J70 J212 + (T 6 + T 4) J70 J12 + J70 J41 + J70 + J212 J41T 2 + (T 10 + T 8) J212 + J12 J41 + (T 8 + 1) J12 + (T 6 + T 2) J41 + (T 16 +
T 14 + T 12 + T 10 + T 8 + T 6 + T 4 + T 2).
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